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receive and attain knowle Igc by the follow- !
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i«»g process— F.\animation—analysis—in<p«* ii«»nmteiTogat mil— lire, timi—informal iui—.••mip irismi
e|:i-stlie;ition.
That i-, \v« lir-l ‘vamine, next!
an ih
then inspect. un-1 in-juire »r information.
'Vc receive dire I ion where We hud informal ion.
" e hen ompuie ami tin a rla-siL
W; must have m idea!. by whkdi to mould the
I-I i>iie powers ami mi mi- -»t our pupils.

correspondent oft lie ( ountry (lent Ionian gives
••The following practice ! have obi|>t
'•■i-' o»l lbr the last twenty-live years, and ean c.oufii- iitlv recommend it.
it i- important, in tlie.tirst
i:n*e, not to allow your meat to lay in hullc after it
separated from the body of the hog, but keep it
4|»ivad out until you are ready lo cut tine. If it
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sometime in bulk, vour sausage will soon be'oii'ii1 -troiig.
rriiis plan prevents it. When you
ire ready, eut it in small pieces for grinding
through
cutter, and weigh, in order for seasoning.
Then
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none
ii p it— i *n-.
Ueimniber i '•i every lb pound- of meal take Id ounces of salt,
tight
1 of he-t black pepper, and '1 ounces of sage, all of
that it will b- iimiv lasting than inscriptions on
which mix' together. Tin n mix this with your meat.
!' Iasi- through film- ami will
marble or bra-s.
Afterward- put it through your -all-age grinder,
and volt will fun!, if you are judge of a good
meet us in eternity
an article in that line that i- iirst-i ate."
i; .iv v conduct lecitati m- in order
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11 ivy, mellow apples, are digested in an hour and
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tlcism. Hive object lea-dung and m
half, while boiled cabbage require- live hours
:i u-dratiou.s "Itcn.
l ie
most healthful dessert that, can be placed on
Answers should embrace tlie .piestion, as in the] lie table i- a
baked apple,
if eaten frequently at
olio wing \ am pies. What i- Aritmnetii :
\rith- bn akta-!. with eoal.-e bread and butter, without
icai
or
llesh
of
it
has admirable effect on
any kind,
i- a
AVhat is all
ne iibraiiri: of MalhemaliMi
general -vstem, often removing constipation,
i- a P-uti mi of land
t-iaml
An 1-lan
ntirely
u i'i cling acidities, and cooling off febrile condi-urioumlt d be wader.
!i ni- «nore etfeetuallv than the mo.-t approved mediei11«v-. Liebig says they prevent debility, strongtliA large percentage of til- usefulness ol school?
n digest ion. correct tile
putrefactive tendencies of
lost., tbr want ol outline map-, Mark-bo:,rds and
nitrogetieou.- food, avert scurvy and probably
of
lieuu"onvenicn.t->
nothing
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and
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-ay
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THE RETURN.

thing-

Tin question U often asked,What i- th1 b. -t time
i;: autumn to set out trees?
• ieh the how before the
< an we do if while the
wby.
I' IV'
aiv y •? given, 01 wait till near winter, after
Ho tint tel! but draw out.
Hi v have all fallen? The answer may be. Do it
T< a. b as much as pw.sioie by application.
whrnovi )• the work ean be well Imm, and while the
>«»il is in proper condition as to dryness, for work1 .‘it'll by 1 opie>,
ing properly.
If done early, the leaves must be all
Hive class instruction as much a- possible.
first
carefully^ stripped oft*, to prevent the rapid
'1 '-ach at.
every recitation something not found in evaporation of moisture. We have known trees to
i he book-.
have_been entirely spoiled in a few hours by wilting, from carelessness in not removing the leaves
Ib nwmber that change is rest.
when taken up. in the northern States nurseryI’-ar h to mesmerise bv repeating at separate in- men
usually commence digging by the first of Out.
u*r\ ils often.
> >nc
tri es have entirely ceased
this
s '“k alwav- for sometking to »
ommaml. not for timo, including generally cherries, plum* and
standard pears.
If the leaves are removed, they
-oinething to blame in the pupils.
may now be taken up and transplanted, as well as
• he less force
ex-pended in go\ eminent, the more at any time in autumn or the following spring,
oil- r> ha ve not fully completed the ripening of the
there i- left for iustruelion.
w< *< 1, which is effected
through the assfst-I’rcci^ion in the evolution} an.I mo\ -m-nt- of the V-'img
a nee
l the leaves. The only harm done in taking
< hoot niinn.
them up at this time, is in giving unmaturod sh >ots
1 * in-trnct tic ignorant. »o
preserve the virtm*s mi sone part of the trees, instead of those well ripi-ne.'i and hardened; ami the result will he that
ourt-, to redeem thicious to purit v
■mn<
i'f' the tips may he
nipped by the frosts
>cver a day without impro eimml.
"•* winter, or they will not start in spring with s*.»
much certainty and vigor. Hardy kinds. such as
nu: \s.
the apple, will not he much injured in this way :
'Ye loa'li uul are taugh' by .nm,•thing that and tin peach,
although tender, should he shorten- j
d ba<-k iii .spring in any ease.
ue
geis into language.
If will bo sale, therefore, with a few exn ptions,
ft
r\
mi •M'l.mt o> h.i\ a right idea- ul go\lo take up trees any time alter the first of Ortolwr
null lit.
Habits
! loud study injure the school.
—eaiv being taken to do the work well, as already I
indicated.
Oil d tile pro-. •! ft|..S" w!io do it. Mid -hoiild
I'h
soil should be in such condition as to he [
I" iuokeu up.
i>i!y made lim* and mellow, so that it may he tilli
..'1111)11101 :e
iiis of p "pi!
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ceil room | 'd m perl.
tly among the roots without having inu.-i'-iices. Staking against wind, or etfeefing the
Mills! Ik 1’egula ft*d jiulieiou-ly
smio
purpose b\ a small mound of earth about tic
forth > our !
Inspi: pu| d 'he cm
pull in
.'in. >honld not be omitted.
bv 'i
iitmo-i and i.i --I "ameilbrp, for llu ii ini- i
We ha'.e in-vrr
i.
de.; better than by taking
I o
OM-ineiit.
Ml villi’, he dm:
hy call) alld up trees about mid-autumn, heeling them in by
the
roots
and
half
the stems for wintering,
burying
doing (w ythiug Uioi >ughl\.
and setting out early in spring. They, however,
t. ok in -;, ai lb. -pirit of -Ii oT.-n-v" than a; it
lo 'juite as well set out in autumn, provided they
loaguitilil •.
an
hardy sorts, and the mte i> not a windy one.
*
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heeling in tor winter, it is absolutely essential to
mile-,
j
fill
in
all the interstires among the roots very comm. I in -cho-.! work a- Wei: a- m ew, ylhiiig rN<
ill
pactly with line earth. Many trees are needlessly
in-'
1*-- prompt ami regular.
i">! by carelessness in tins particular. The roots
< Mail
not tin- Iru.
w ay
.M
spelling
spell u e injured by dryness or mouldiness, and the mice
lind
e a v access among the cavities.
To e.vehldi
witli lli- titig.-i!V<»m tie- brain. a: i mu by tin*
mice effectually, the heeling ground should he clean I
mouth. Learn spelling by writim
and a '.month mound of earth raised on all shies j
M *"i
us :ir< too pova Tty -It i. k-*ii in our use of
about the tree-, [dohn ,1. Thomas.
» mlit. word-.
\V. m-ctl to nPargc our vocabulary
RECEIPT FOR SAUSAGE MEAT.
I plop- r words b. rightly tloth our hi«-as.
to

The bright sea washed across tier feet.
As it had done of Tore:'
The well-remembered odors sweet
Came through her opened door.

Again the grass his ripened head
Bowed where her raiment .swept;
Again the fog-bell told of dread,
And all the landscape wept.
Again beside the woodland bars
She found the

wilding rose,
and heart of stars.—
The flower our childhood knows.

With.petals five

And there before that blossom small,
By its young face beguiled,
The woman saw her burden fall,
And .stood a little child.
She knew no more the weight of love:
No more the weight of grief;
could the simple wild rose move.
And bring iter heart relief.

So

She asked not where her love hail gone,
Jior where her grief was fled,
Bui stood, as at the great white Throne,
i imiiudful of things dead.

NED

SPRUCINGTON’S

UMBRELLA.

“Name ?”
“Charles Blank.”
“Occupation ?”
“Civil engineer.”
“Address?”
“.‘>01 (ireal George Street, Westminister,
and ll Verbena Villa, Hammersmith ”
“Verbena Villa, Hammersmith,” slowly
repeated I he police sergeant, as lie entered
the loregoing particulars in a big book.
“Well, you know the charge,—stealing this
gentleman’s umbrella. Have you anything
to say in addition to what you have already
stated ?”
••Nothing whatever,” 1 answered,” l can
only repeat that it was entirely a mistake upon my part.”
“.lust so,” was the grim reply.
“You’ll
have an opportunity of proving that in the
morning. You are by no means the first
person we have had to deal with here who
has mistaken other people’s property for his
own.
'fake him to the cells.” And then I
was marched off.
The circumstances which had brought me
into this scrape were as follows: Myself and
inv friend Sprueington were in the employment of a railway contractor, whose office
was situated in the locality already mentioned.
The duties at our department were
shared by some half-dozen other young gentlemen ot our own age, who like us, were
qualifying themselves for the survey of
grounds and construction of lines in any part
of the.world which their genius should call
them to.
But plans and specifications are
not particularly exhilarating in themselves,
apart from their professional interest; so it is
not to lie wondered at. that among several
young fellows, full of animal spirits, a little
practical joking should have been at times
indulged in.
Ned Sprueington and 1 were old Carthusians. When we met, therefore, after some
years’ separation at the office in George
street, we had only to renew our friendship.
The great dandy of our room, nay of the entire house, was Ned.
1 honestly believe, too,
that he was one of the most guileless, simple-hearted fellows alive, lie had, however,
one conspicuous weakness—which was to be
taken for a man of fashion. He dressed, l
admit, nnexeeptionably; and to aid him in
producing the impression he desired upon
beholders, he carried about with him in all
weathers a beautiful silk umbrella, scarcely
bulkier firm a 1 :i« 1 >
parasol, though of course,
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at the same moment.
if not with good
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cleverest actors
—in fact can imitate to perfection any class
of society. My only hope was in Sprueington.
He would be of material assistance in
clearing up the mystery. And yet that umbrella—I could have sworn it to belong to
none other but he ! However, I had dispatched messengers to him, my employer, and my
friends; therefore the only thing to be done
was to wait
patiently till the morning.
r spare you a description of that night ot
horror, for such a one it was to one who had
never before suffered an hour’s deprivation of
liberty; how the monotony of the long, long
hours was only broken at intervals by the appearance at the grating of a stern, helmeted
all” was
visage, demanding whether
“right,”—how at four o’clock A. M. two fellow prisoners, in the shapes of a drunken
scavenger and a deserter from the ltoyal Artillery, were thrust in the cell; or how in the
morning all the cells were emptied, and we
the occupants, with aching bones, unwashed
and unkempt were paraded through the
streets in a melancholy string to an adjacent

police court.
Fortunately, my case came on early, so that
I had not long to wait among the crowd of
dirty, disreputable detenus, each guarded by
constable, who filled

an outer room.
At the cry of “Charles Blank!” (1 shuddered to hear my name in such a place,) I and
my attendant policeman marched into the
a
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i" Hu. when necessary, and thi*
an
lily be done oy tl.e do.o in a f, \\ minutes
Look out for good d"i'e-'. A tarn)'r'- eook-sto\e
1 ,> many farmers
dm.ibl have a Ian:* tire box.
duv Steves that ale better adapted b»a e'.t) wllele
and
have
live
poor,
only a iitlle wood for I
people
In- h they pay
large prie. and are obliged to j
hut most ;
lob it out in the most careful mania t
irun-rs make no such < aleulalnuis, and when there
for warming
* large family, they neeo a large tin
.m.l working purposes. W'lieu you buy an airtight,
Tin y are nmre economical,
pet the largest size.
impure less care and are more healthy than a small
\ hn li burns up all the dust that collects on its
ih
in full "f < uiiouie a-ad.
-oil.in', and tills tl."
I ay out generously for a wood-pile s* as to have a
i> a good investment.
ll
oil
hall.!
St.,
iv
.ear’s
\\ t- ;11, i. consul! our individual comfort as well as
that o| our families, in all the ill .t* oi life. Next
having a plenty of food i~ that of having all
\\'e have seen
iiiudame of dry Wood prepare.I.
>i.
n haul up a jag of sapling trees once a week ai!
\\ don’t know
iiiiiiniT to keep then tires going.
helh'd to feel ashamed <<l sindi men or to pit)
t• i*eeii wooi! soon destroys stoves, while
114*111.
die loss ol time expended in preparing wood in
We suppose no reader of
ummei is very great
an paper is guilty *1 -au-h habits as these, and we
,»nlv allude to it to eneourage the promt 1 man to be
S. e that your grata v ines are laid
always s.
There is no cultivated
town and covered up.
nni(.e in this Stale worth having, that will stand
our winters with any ••erlaimv unh *s protected.
Wi have met with men win- wen- foolish enough
Lo id them go mu winter, and because they siieeded .iiii-u they have let them go the next w inter,
only to have them destroyed
\ s the loilg Winter ev e llillg eonie ni V We elltin m in a way that mme but Tanners can enjoy.
It is the time lor reading, tin social iuteivour.se
with our neighbors and friends, and for the ripe
njoyim nt of the fruits of mr toil during die summer
j Maine Fanner.
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'•mt> locality liih it< own system, but I
<m t hi- -u!»j‘*«*t : poultry,
a lew fa*
lit ay advert :
I
to death, is miieh whiter in the llesh.
hied
w lit'lt
-li-.ohl advise tie. follow imr plan, as tic* very best,
causing instant death without pain or disfigure\.!iiu-st

ment
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A subscriber asks how
readily lcinov<d with eaitstie, lunar

(

tic,

or

T.»
>11elwci

first .sirati: (Uii.i.i d Laaip.s.
Fill a!
>1 her convenient vessel with lukewarm
immerse the Iamb, uolding it by the.
Ii-ad: care being taken to keep the nose
water.
Keep ii in until it begins to strugg.'e, then
take; out and wipe dry. tty this time th lamb!
will usually be able to stand without ass
stance,
'V hen
it can be carried to its dam. Take care and
not let it get
hilled again; it will he more difficult
to restore the circulation.
wafer,

or
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The

KnglMi rule, is to weigh sheep when fatted, and
divide the weight by seven and call it quarters.
Thu- a sheep weighing one hundred and forty lbs.
would give twenty lbs. a quarter as the dead
weight, it thi- sheep a re in good condition, this
rule is stidieienl tor all purpose*.
Poor sheep
will fall below the mark, extra fat
To Pkkskkvt: Fan

is.

ones

go

over

it.

The best method 1 know

<»1 to preserve eggs, says a correspondent of an exchange, is to till the pores of the shell with fresh
clean lard, so as to exclude all air. It is mv opin-

ion that this simple and easy method is preferable
any now in use. Some put them in limewnter,
some lay them down in stilt, some
put them in
sawdust. Hill the lime cooks them, so they have
a dried appearance; salt has a similar effect—while
egg> saturated with lard, as far as mv experience
goes, open fresh and nice.
to

Open the beak of the fowl, then with a pointed
ii.i narrow knile, make an iucission in the hack ot
<«>i:n).!' l»i-i:i.
The Scientific American init,,, j-oof, which will divide the vertebra* and cause
immediate death; after whieh hang the fowl up by form" !lie Indies that if they would have corned beef
:
then
rinse
the
beak
eeaso
afler
it
is
cold,
and not dry as a clap, they
.juicy
0,1. p.jrs till the bleeding
Fowls killed in tins "hon'd put ii into boiling water when they put it on
•ut with vinegar ami water.
to cook, and they should not take it out of the
manner keep longer and do not present the unpot
ighlly external marks as those killed by the ordi- when done, until it has become cold.
enWhen
the
neck.
ie
nary system of wringin;-in
trails are draw'll immediately after death, and the
IIokns on < at i.1
These appendages are not
lev. slutted, us they do in Franco with paper shavtor comfort, liealt!i. or anything tending
ings in short eoeoa-nut libers to preserve their necessary
will keep mueh longer fresh. Some to the well-being of animals, to the profit of the
simp* th*
breeders cram their poultry before killing, to make owner, or the convenience of those who feed and
them appi ur heavy this is a most injudicious plan, care for the cattle. Doubtless many a life lias been
is
the undigesP«: food soon nters into feinn nta- lost, which would have survived an infuriated atlion, and pulrif; etion take* plaee, as is evidenced tack, had it not been for the horns. Tin* next
by th*. <jU!intitv of greenish, putrid-looking fowds original breed of cows, having all the good qualities
of the present races, and some of superior merit,
that are seen m tin* markets.
[Devlin's Poultry
and which may have a great run, will I hope, be
Ureeeding.
hornless, for sheep have not degenerated by losing
dUAiilUM' ‘sHi.i'.i'. Daily do w'<
soo
sheep
grabbe*! bv tin* wool and hauled about. W ill
never
learn
better?
Let
some one take
people
them by the hair, ami they would probably learn a
lesson
t’ouid they look under the skin they would
lie surprised how mueh suffering they inilicted—
lot the sheep is dumb, and does not tell its pain.
Take by the neek—any plaee rather than the vvooj
any place but the hair. So it is where the sheep

the horns, nor have Hock-masters any desire to
them ornamented (?) like cows.

see

Black Knot tv I'li m Tulls. B. D. Walsh
Rock Island, Illinois, well known as an
entomologist, says that all his examinations nave
resulted in the conviction that the black knot on the
plum tree is the effect of a fungus, and is not a disHe thinks the spores or seeds are
ease nor a gall.
formed about the end of July, in latitude-Hi deg.
ue hooked or thumped or knocked about.
They JO min., and therefore if the excrescences be cut, oil’
it must be remembered -mor* *u than
are tend*
and destroyed by the early part of July, an effect uany stock oil the farm.
al top may be put to their farther spread.
■

him thither.

Five cuts worth, of either lunar causcaustic of potash will .-niliee. Keep the
ie in a \ ial, take a stick of it, wet the end with
water or spittle, and rub it on the warts.
Two or
three applications will suiliee.
lie very careful
with the caustic, of potash or it will oat* too deep
and mak« a sore. [\. II. Farmer.
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I decided upon 1 felt convineed he would have given a dozen
of the scrape.
there
was yet two umbrellas to have got me out
As
following
I
hours of daylight though, I could not do As soon as he made his appearence, noticed
better than fortify myself for the enterprise that the prosecutor changed color; I also
noticed while taking the oath, Ned kept one
by taking some substantial refreshment beAfter which, hand behind his back; 1 could not have told
fore commencing operations.
you why, but somehow, I derived encour1 would trust to the chapter of accidents.
circumWith this object in view, l was repairing agement from both these trifling
toward my favorite place of refection in the stances.
To shorten matters, 1 may sav that if i had
Strand, when who should I see looking in at
been a seraph, I could not have received a
Northumberland
a
topographer’s shop by
House but Ned Sprucington ! He ought, by- better character than that give me by Ned.
At last came the question, “then you think
rights, to have been nearly two miles away
the prisoner incapable of stealing this umby Hyde Park Corner; yet here he was at
brella ?’’
Charing Cross, calmly studying some map of
“Well, sir,” said Ned, who had recovered
a “scat of war.”
lie was so wedged in
his self-possession, “if, as f understand,
among other gazers, that l could not get to
from the
speak or even have a clear view ol his face. stealing means taking property
I!ut I knew him by his height, by the neatly- owner, it is impossible the prisoner could
braided coat, the delicately tinted trowsers, have committed the theft.”
What a first rate advocate Ned was becomthe well poised hat, and last, but not least,
the umbrella, lie was holding his hands be- ing !
“Impossible! Why?”
hind his back, and in one of them the pre“Because that umbrella was first stolen
cious article was tin ily clasped.
Yes, there it was, onyx handle, gold mount- from me!”
“It is an infamous falsehood !” cried the
ed and all.
As I looked, a sudden idea took
possession of me—a toolish idea, 1 admit, as prosecutor, starting up. “That
“Is it ?” replied Ned.
person need
it could hardly lead to a practical result.
But 1 thought, if 1 could only get the um- not be so particular about words, for this is
brella out of his hand in some way, and run all he left me in exchange,—at the Cigar
olf with it, that lu-, seeing it in the possession Divan.”
With that he produced, amid the laughter
of a friend, would give up the chase, knowhad hitherto concealed
ing that he would recover his property the of the court, what he
At the worst, the result would behind his back, namely, a wooden handled
next day.
only be a day or two’s coolness between us, umbrella much the worse for wear, of silk,
on account of my freak.
j certainly, but no more to be compared with
No sooner thought than done.
On the ; the glories of the onyx-handled than a cosawake with the Archbishop
pavement I espied a piece of straw, well i termongcr’s wide
“shovel.”
adapted for4the purpose I had in view Pick- of Canterbury's best
An attempt at bluster by the possessor of
ing it up 1 proceeded to tickle with it Sprue
ington’s right ear. The experiment answer- | his umbrella was quietly met by Ned with a
ed admirably. Thinking it to be a trouble- i request that an otlieer of the court should
the handle. This
some Ily, ho raised his hand to brush off the ! examine the initials upon
assailant. But to do this, he was compelled was conclusive. The stranger’s initials were
had not had time to take
to shift the umbrella from his right hand to “T. W.” and he
The moment of his transfer was notice of the minute “K. S.” cut into the onyx
his left.
enough for me. Before the fingers of his stone.
Of course my immediate release followed
left could close, I had siezed the umbrella,
and the next moment was dashing madly upon the discovery, accompanied by the ashad left the court without any
across Trafalgar Square in the direction of surance that I
stain upon my character, &e. My late prosethe Haymarket.
I hero was a sudden commotion behind me, cutor was glad to sink crestfallen away, yet
received a severe rebuke,
—a commotion which soon swelled into an not before he had
1
heeded
it
no further than to turn administered by the magistrate.
uproar;
As for Ned, he was overflowing with gratihalf round, in order to let Sprucington see
who I was, and to ilourish in the air my um- tude. lie declared with tears in his eyes
brella. lint the uproar did not relax, on the I had been the means of restoring to him his
What was more, he insisted
contrary, it began to shape itself into words. lost treasure.
Hoarse shouts of “Stop thief!” followed me upon paying the wager 1 had lost, and also of
the part of Amphitryon at a capas I tlew up the steps at the further end of pertorming
the square. The cries still ringing in my ilal dinner in the evening.
ears, 1 dashed hilter-skilter past the College
A young lady in Quincy, 111., who had
of Physicians and Colnaght’s printshop till I
traveled from Indiana in quest of a husband,
street.
Here
I
corner
of
Suffolk
the
to
came
became discouraged a few days ago, and atwas brought up “all standing” by an iron
to put an end to her life with a bellgrip upon the collar from behind. Turning tempted
rope. 15ut her strength of will was not equal
round, I found myself in the custody of a to
the emergency, and she became discouragpoliceman.
ed with that also, and is now on her way home.
In the usual brief space of time, the inevitable London crowd assembled about us. I
“When he didn't attend church, lie made it his
was regarded with curiosity, loaded with re- duty to kill a digger Indian,” says an obituary of a
of
extremean
ilead Laramie gentleman.
proaches and favored with wit

tocracy. and—his umbrella.

(h*oi’ < ( i.irttr.
In farming, like all other
-ranehes oi Ihimiuss success depends upon many
"‘ints. none of which it i sale to neglect, bill the
■hief of these is the careful preparation of the soil.
In a wet time, the surface
only needs stirring, for
d wo plow deep. the soil becomes solid and its
:• itility locked
on
the
other
hand in a dry seaup:
"ii wi must plow
deep and thoroughly pulverize
tie soil or we may not expect good crops.
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A Mormon Romance.

humor, convinced that on the arrival of SpruI From the Trinidad (Colorado) Knterprize.
eiugton I should get clear of my tormentors.
In IS IS, I had been in business about a j
Presently a lane was made for the owner of year or so, and was beginning to pick up I
the stolen property. Judge my horror on
stray cases. One night in the small hours 1 CHAI’TF.l! [.—Tilt: MoKMON's UEl’AKTL'itE.
perceiving that the panting individual who the night-bell rang faintly over my head. I
The morning on which Reginald Glovorson
made his appearance was a total stranger to wanted work in those
days, and its clamor was to leave Great Salt Lake City with a
me!
|
was not quite so
altogether horrible as it be- mule train dawned beautifully.
< )f course all my protestations of innocence
came in after
so I jumped up, and,
years;
Reginald Glovorson was a young and thrifty
and
j tvi.ro of no avail, in the I was treated in the putting on my wrapper, opened the window Mormon, with an interesting family of twenmanner described
commencement.
and called aloud to know who wanted me.
young and handsome wives.
Clatter, clash, rumble, bang! The cell Hearing no answer, and the night being ty His
unions had never been blessed with
j door closed upon me. 1 was a prisoner,
utterly dark, 1 slipped on my clothes and children. As often as once a year he used to
The gloom was great, that though it was went down to the
door. To my surprise go to Omaha, in Nebraska, with a mule train
j
i daylight, 1 could at lirst distinguish nothing. there was no one
visible, and the street was for goods; hut although he had performed
1
became
aware
I
that
in
a
was
Gradually
black and silent. Annoyed at the impatience the rather
perilous journey many times with
narrow vaulted room, as strong as brick and l of
my visitor, I went sullenly back to bed. entire safety, his heart was strangely sad on
it.
Half
iron could make
way up the walls The next night, at the same hour of two this particular morning, and fdled with
was a wooden wainscoting, and round two
o’clock, the bell rang, and, as before, faint- gloomy forebodings.
sides i could dimly see a low bench, barely
ly, like the ring of a child. The night was
The time for his departure had arrived—
two feet from a tloor which was an inch deep cloudless and the moon
brilliant, but no one the high-spirited mules were at the door, imin saw-dust. The iron door of this delight- was on the
steps or near them. Instantly I patiently champing their bits. The Mormon
! fnl apartment was of great thickness, dis- was
possessed with a strange impression of stood sadly among his weeping wives.
! closing—about five feet from the ground—a terror as I closed the window and stood a
"Dearest ones,’’ he said. "1 am singularly
j small grating of round holes. By pressing moment thoughtful before going back to bed. sad at heart this morning; but do
not let
face
this
my
against
grating I could see into I had scarcely fallen asleep when the bell this depress you. The journey is a perilous
the corridor without. But the only view obrang once more. On this occasion T-dressed one, but—pshaw ! i have always come back
tainable was a ground glass window opposite instantly and went down to the door. As safely heretofore, and why should 1 fear.
illuminated by the last lingering rays of the before there was no one in
sight." Still in Resides, 1 know that every night, as 1 lay
setting sun. It was altogether a most depres- doubt, 1 went out and explored in vain the down on the broad starlit prairie,
your bright
sing place. The flavor suggested to me was dark side of the street and the nearer shadows faces will come to me in my drean s and
a combined one, made up of the condemned You
wasn’t
the
but
make my slumbers sweet and gentle
You.
thing
may laugh. Colonel,
cell in N ewgate, the dungeons of the Bastile,
pleasant. The next night I resolved to sit Emily, with your mild blue eyes; and you,
and the Spanish Inquisition.
Occasional
up and catch the disturber. Providing my- Henrietta, with your splendid black hair;
gruff voices and heavy footsteps in the cor- self, therefore, with a good stick, I loft the and you, Nelly, with your hair so brightly,
ridor deepened the impression. A mouse in street door unlocked, so as to be
easily open- beautifully, golden; and you, Mollie, with
a trap was a king to me.
ed. and then lit a cigar and settled down to your cheeks so downey; and you, Betsy,
I
Then began to think seriously of my situ- read in
ray otliec. Precisely as the clock with your—with your—that is to say, Susan,
ation. That I had committed felony there struck two the door bell
rang. In a moment with your—and the other thirteen of vou,
could not lie the least doubt, though with no I had
it, exclaiming, “So I've got j each so good and beautiful, will come t" me
opened
felonious intention. Would the magistrate
you at last!” Then I paused in my wrath. in sweet dreams, will you not, dearest si”’
believe my explanationSurely, my man- On the
“Our own.” they lovingly chimed, *we
top step was a wee little figure of a
ner and appearance were not those of a pick- child
about nine years old, as I judged, bare- will!”
me
as
I
resank
within
heart
pocket—but my
footed, although the night was cold, and !
cried
"And so
farewell!”
Reginald.
1
membered that the London swell mob are muffled
up in something like the torn half a “Come to my arms, my own!” he cried,
in the world
known to lie the

GATHERED MOTES.
school room- «>!
court.
The jailer, a big, hurley,bald-headed,
d aid the j
low
idj- ;• p .-.-eii •> w ill eh. -•!
II •vn
t he road to home and
gilt-buttoned person, placed me in the dock.
happiness lies
: i< :i. :,<•!'
\ >; !
Ide V W ill f il u toe iillieni-mall -mpping--tonc-. Slight circumstances
At the same moment, the prosecutor entered
e the
-tumbling-blocks of familie-. The prick of
ne- mi h r whi ll be- tea*de l- -m.I ---hoo:
the witness-box to be sworn. lie was a priglabor, and
tic* proverb, is enough to make an on
-ays
pin,
:
cidi of la-’-.
gish-lookinu man about foi-ty-iivo and no
fa -• iiiti* s p> l!i ir eliildreii an
er
in-ipid. Hie tenderer the feelings the more
Kit
m edi d ill till eh", llio’1 o| vho«»| Il -J‘- j gainful
the wound.
A cold, unkind word cheeks considerably longer,
.fudging from tlio cut more like Ned Sprueington in front than I
and witii'Ts tie- blossom of the dearest love, as the onyx handle, mounted in gold, it must have was like the Monument.
our slii-dd and
fi i!11■
ion
1': ip .-on!ir -'do
In a few calm, well-chosen words, he demo
delicate ring- ot the. vine are troubled by tin1 cost him a mint of
-1 r.-n t!«.
needed to
i’lie ellbi t- ol dl ar
ai
money.
faintest breeze.
Tic* misery of life is l>orr*of a
scribed the whole oceurance. W hen ho had
all
of
Ned’s
tried
this
umbrella
we
<
Well;
Mir
11•,
oai -1 I*. in iit to tin* young.
dunce •!>-< \ alien. It' the true history of quarrel-,
Blithe was finished, I was told that 1 could put any
we could think ot to get lioldot.
f a ward in thi- great work.
and .P :•
upublic and pri' ate, were honestly written, it would
1 deto him that l thought proper.
too
t'd
ith an uproar of di rision. [Jesse.
wary torus; it was always left in some question
Then, after his evidence had
it we had succeeded in gaining clined to do so.
sale place,
PREPARATION FOR WINTER.
confirmed by the constable who arrested
THE BEST DRINK IN SUMMER.
possession of it. it would at once have taken beentlie
a
in society, such as me,
magistrate—an amiable-looking geni.i iii
'iiiiul
■nu-ii .1 mir labor during tin* auconspicuous
position
fen df(‘p- ot the oil «*f sa-c-afra-. ten drops of oil
t: uni.d
a, ai! I is i- spent in j1!' hiring b-r winter,
the old apple-woman at the corner; tleman—asked me. "Well, my friend, what
covering
of >pruei*. ten drops of oil of wintergreen, two
aiii inti ii ■>: tu i■winter■ (•■niiiert
j n i upon the
hut it was unapproachable. At last we be- have you to say to this':”’ la reply, 1 gave
quart- of boiling water, poured on two table
In the frsl place there
manner in wlii ii we do it.
came
so desperate that i accepted a heavy the same simple and unvarnished Statement
of
cream
of
tartar.
Add
eight quarts of
! Ml
id ! e .1
i*-Ii
a
SMe111 ai i•' ill* |
buildings, -150011-1111
which 1 had already given at he police stacold
Water
to
the
three
of
oil-,
di-tiller's
gills
yeast. wager from one of the other fellows that I
tl.
ll’il uould he pill* ii >! 'mill T t h* WUl'lUtll
-i\ of lion.*"bre\ved,1 and sweeten to taste. Ill would
at the office the next tion.
iici be,
within it. and I*»r tin addi ioiia! wannih
present
myself
“That is all very well, as far as it goes,
!o Mn
house ahoye. < ’old 1 >r> a re thus twenty-four hour- bottle it, and ir i< a delicious morning, and, at all hazards, the proud posbeverage.
S. e that that
1 ilea ther. i* the !)■•!•!
but havejyon any witnesses to character?”
,!« vented
scssor of Ned hprucington s umbrella.
is I.anke.il up •><, tin wind will iiof lake through it.
"Yes sir,—Mr. Edward Sprueington.”
On that particular
work being slack,
Ki
;
\.
WTuntn and I '-si: ii.
..hi
i' null'll t>> h<
saved in lia\ u tins matter of
Those who
"Call Mr. Edward Sprueington.”
one was enabled to leave unusually
1
on
lit
vour
Rut
double
windows
ir
si*i«
U
v'arn:.
ami
in
order,
every
keep
keeping
wagons
carriages
good
the
Then 1 could hear the crier
-honld place a wr-m-h on every mil :it least once a early; so that by four o’clock in the afternoon
•ii
vour rooms in wuieh vou expert to keep tires
familiar name through the passages of the
u >i got ihem ahead)
mouth. This will save mils, save holts and pre- the house was cleared of all save
R you hv
luring o iniei.
myself,
my
sent rattling and wear and tear.
It is a*
it oiin- mid or,lei them.
There is a great brother
.is) saving
conspirator, and the old soldier who court.
v
mi! a* it
lilting :t. while the .'..illfori is Vastly lea! depending upon looking after the running
Alter a tew minutes’ suspense tne omciat
My
,n fiiv-u of Idawindow'. >.
that tin y lit rinse to .■• ar- nf vehicles as well as 'he harness, l or want lived with his Wife on the premises.
returned, tieeompanied, to my great delight,
R
an air-tight box you want
a little attention accidents have
'.he window frame.
happened and friend Ned, as was his custom at such times,
The good fellow looked so disSome persons object to
between the windowlam igc been sustained.
had announced his intention of promenading by Ned.
'Stem in our hearing h aiu-e ii \< unhealthv living
the Ladies’ Mile, there air himself, his aris- tressingjto see me in such a prediacment that
I'.-rents

ut

Uie most

speakers in the late

Having attended the ounty Teachers* Institute,
I** !•! :if >. irsp iff o.*t. 17
| glean some of the
-ft -I

THE TARIFF PLUNDER.

ragged coverlet.

“Come in out of the cold,” I said, “and
toll me what you want.”
Without saying a word, the child walked
into my cilice. As it faced the light I saw
the wancst and weariest little visage, with
great brown eyes, long, tangled yellow hair,
and white lips, which said, feebly
“Mamma is dying. Please come along
quick, sir.'’
1 put on my overcoat anti went out with

her, saying:
“Good heavens, child, who

L'j"
^00.000,000.

,,

1

■-

■
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Some husbands never leave home in the
morning without kissing their wives and 1 lidding them “good-by, dear,” in the tones of
unwearied love; and whether it be policy or
fact, it has all the effect of fact, and those
homes are generally pleasant ones, provided
always that the wives are appreciative, and
welcome the discipline in a kindly spirit.
We kivw an old gentleman who lived with
his wife over fifty years, and never left home
without the kiss and the “gool-by, dear.”
Some husbands shake hands with their wives
and hurry off as fast as possible, as though
the effort were a something that they were
anxious to forget, holding the hands down
and darting around the first corner. Some
husbands will leave home without saying
anything at all, but thinking a good deal, as
evinced by their turning round at the last
point of observation and waving an adieu at
the pleasant face or faces at the window.
Some husbands never say a word, rising
from the breakfast-table with the lolly indifference of a lord, and going out with a heartless disregard of those left behind. It is a
fortunate thing for their wives that they can
find sympathy elsewhere. Some husbands
never leave home without some unkind word
or look,
apparently thinking that such a
course will keep things straight in their absence.
Then, on returning, some husbands
come home pleasant ami happy, unsoured by
the world; some sulky and surly with his
disappointment. Some husbands bring home
a newspaper or a book, and bury themselves
for the evening in its contents. Some husbands are called away every evening by
business or social engagements; some do/e
in; speechless stupidity on the sofa until bed
time. Some husbands are curious to learn
of their wives what has transpired through
the day; others are attracted by nothing
short of a child’s tumbling down stairs or
the house taking fire. “Depend upon it,”
says Doctor Spooner, “that home is the happiest where kindness, and interest, and politeness, and attention are the rule on the part
of husbands—of course all the responsibility
rests with them—and temptation finds no
footing there.”
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HABITS.

of Ohio waGen. Thomas
Kwiug. i„ i,is speech at Hamilton lie ventilated the tariff
robbery without
glasses. Xo one can b ead his
graphic statement ol the ease
without being convinced
11 ls J“Sl> time to
change the linaneial
polieyot the government, and that to brim'
about that
ebauge, there must be a rcvolm
tton in the
administration ol the government
which involves the
necessity of a change
men
ot thtic is little
hope of change of ruh
without a change of men.
(tenoral Kwim'
said

Fellow-citizens : it seems almost
> et it has been demonstrated ..incredible,
true ,
though the general government on!v get-uul,
oob ot revenue from the tariff on
article- grown
manufactured in tins country, vet the bur.I,a, h 1
011
I’eopio l>y the tariff on'those article- aiuuum
to
for example, take salt, of which
of bushels ere annually,'consumed. mi
w ndi there i- a tariff of
eighteen cent- tier bu.’h, t.
About ,,000,00u of bushels arc
imported, ami the
outer .,3,000,000 are mamtfaefured in thi- caintn.
”1
will take Special Commissioner Wei!-’ -turninput-*, who i"- lii^h nuthorifv und ;i
\v|j,.
"I1011 retirement from office, a couple of monthago, was compliment, <1 in the most marked manner m a letb-r signed
by aluto-t everv iv|mbliean in
’ranches of congress, foe hi- hone-tv an I
tn
the discharge of hi- duties aalitlit)
-pe i:,i cm
mission of die revenue.
Mr. Well- show-in hi.
report that :tic -alt manufacturers in thi- cutitrv
made salt at a eo-t of only live rentper im-l,, 1
more than before this
high tariff w a. ini|.o-e.i m i
that da y get eighteen cents a bushel nmr f.e- ih.
salt than they would if then was no laritf. \
you see how it works. \. arly T.onu.ooa , a-lc l- m
salt imported,
paying eighteen cents a Im-l, i. q
general government, yield a revenue ,,f i a n um
I’lie !kl,000,000 bushels that are made in tin
are put up to eighteen cent- a hu-hrl mm,
•bey would sell for l.ut for die tariif. T e
the people pay ... y, ir extra >>u
iheii
b}' reason of this tariff; £l._uo.inu g,„,. fm,, ,,
treasury, and sci.nno.nou jm0 n
ln,
manufacturer-. No.v. then, when you take dr
"rugate ot ail the prrderted articles, .*7.7,onn.nuo
into the treasury as revenue, uid
.sja.'i,1100,01,0
into the pockets of the
manufacturer-, to in 0
“•' 1’i‘iee upon tlie article,
fin- i- >
protected,
general result, a- stated to tic* New V oi l,
u,
I'ost, and substantiated bv Mr Well—;
republican authorities.
..
Now, who gets tile
Then*
"'Veil per cent. of the whole Vliteri* an
ni, u,
woman and children, who are .no n-m I m ,.,ported by the manufaettire of proteeted art;,
Mr. Wells shows in his report that theta re
those various establishments do mu get on nig
"'ages limy titan m Istit, considering the changed
cost ot living.
Most nt the cm in o -um. tin
“that is, as many of you as can do it conve- fore, instead of
hcuctilting tin lam.ivr in the-, u
dllstl'ii's, goes as so much bonus paid to Hi Am 1
niently at once, for 1 must away.”
He folded several of them to his throbbing '"‘U I.pie to tile 1 apitali-t- who own tl„ various
mamitaetoi ins of protected artieles.
from one 1
breast, and drove sadly away.
two hundred thousand people are all dial arc i 111• -1
But he had not gone far when the. trace of e-ted
directly or indirectly, a- capitalists, in .1.
the otThind mule became unhitched. Dis- these uiauufavtoric- togedn-r. Yet sgtt.d.ooo.ihio
mounting, he essayed to adjust the trace; tie* people’s money i- taken from diem ,-verv y
but ere he had
commenced the task the and paid into the hand- >f ftiese one or two imn
deed people. I a-k any republican who w i-ti
1
mule, a singular refractory animal, snorted consider
this question full;., to look at the-,wildly and kicked Reginald frightfully in of Commissioner Wells, founded upon 111 report...
the stomach. He arose with dittieuity and eureiul observations, made ny a man who v.cut intottered feebly toward his mother's house, to die office a protectionist, and whose change
which was near by, falling dead in her yard, opinion lias re-ulted from the logi, of imp.ii*

sent you out
in this dress ?” For the iittle thing seemed with the remark, “Dear mother, I’ve come
to be in short white petticoats, and without a home to die!”
“So I sec,”
"whores the
sic- said;
gown.
She made no reply, except to repeat, ‘Come mules !”
Alas! Reginald (iloversou could give no
quick, sir.” Out we went.
“What’s your name?” said I.
answer.
In vain the heart stricken mother
threw lierself upon his inanimate form, cry“Susy.”
“Aren’t you cold ?”
ing, “Oil, my son, my son! only tell me
“No.”
where the mules_are, and then you may die
“Were you hear last night?” I said, on a it you want to."
sudden.
In vain, in vain ! ltegiinald had passed on.
“Yes.”
I'TNI'.KAl. rU.UTIV.S.
OIIAPTEK II.
“Who sent you ?”
flie mules was never found.
“Don't know.”
Reginald’s lieart-hroken mother took lie
“Why, did you run away ?”
“Don’t know.”
body htime to her unfortunate son’s widows.
Meanwhile the little naked feet trotted on But betore her arrival, she indiscreetdly sent
in front of me swiftly, and suddenly turning a boy to burst the news gently to the afflictinto Crosby street, dived into a dark court. ed wives, which lie did hy informing them,
Here she opened a door, and T followed her in a hoarse whisper, that their “old man had
up stairs. We climbed three .stories of a gone in.”
1’lie wives felt very badly indeed.
mean, ill-smelling staircase, till she sudden“He was devoted to me,” sobbed Kmilv.
ly stopped before a door in the attic, which
“And to me,” said Maria.
she opened in turn, so that we went together
Yes, s:ii(\ Kinily, ’hr thought cunsUlt iaThe room was
into the wretched garret.
deadly cold, and 1 saw by a flickering tallow lily of you, hut not so mueh as he did of me.”
1 say he didn’t !”
candle a tireless stove, bare floor and walls,
“He did !”
and every sign of the deepest misery. (>11 a
■■]>on’t look at me, with your -.jiiint eves1
straw mattress lay a woman with features
“Don’t shake your red head :it me!”
pinched and haggard, her feet bare, because
she had drawn the scanty coverings up about
“Sisters,” said the black-haired Henrietta.
cease this unseemly
her chest.
wrangling. 1, as lii“What can 1 do for you J” i said, arous- lirst wife, shall strew llowers on his grave.’
“No you won’t," said Susan. “I, as hiing her with difficulty.
“Nothing,” said a weak voice, husky and last wile, .shall strew (lowers on his gram
broken. “1 am starved—that’s all." Then It’s my business to strew.”
“You shan’t- so there!” said Henrietta
relapsing into tho delirium from which my
“You bet 1 will,” -mid Susan, with a !•■ irwords had called her for a moment, she besuifused cheek.
gan to wander anew,
“Well, as for me." said the practical BetUpon this I turned to the. child. To my
surprise she was gone, leaving me sole alone sy, “1 ain’t on the strew much, hut I shall
with the dying woman.
Kneeling beside ride at the head of the funeral procession."
“Not if I’ve been introduced to myself,
her, I called aloud in her ear and gently
shook her, when she grew partially sensible. you won’t,” s;Rd the golden-haired Nelly
“Where is the child?” I said. “I want “that's my position. You bet your •omie:
her to call some one in the house, so as to strings it is.”
“Children,’' said Reginald’s mother, “you
get a little help.”
must do some crying, you know on the day
‘'Child?” she said. “What child ?”
ot the funeral; and how many pocket hand
“Susy,” said I, recalling her name.
At this the woman suddenly sat up, point- kcrehers will it talo to go around
Betsy,
ed across the garret, and exclaimed, “Susy ! Volt and Nelly ought to make one do between
She’s over yonder—been dead these three you.”
“I’ll tear her eyes out it she perpetuate- u
days; starved, too, 1 guess;” and so saying
she fell back, groaned, struggled an instant, soli on mv handkerelier,” said Nelly.
“Dear daughters in-law,” said Reginald's
and was dead.
Shocked at the horror of the scene, 1 slow- mother, “how unseeiiilyis this anger. Mules
ly got up from my knees, and taking the of live hundred dollars a span, and every
failing candle, walked over to the far corner, identical mule my poor hoy had ha- been
where a confused heap lay on the floor cover- gobbled up by the red man. 1 knew when
ed with a torn counterpane. 1 raised the my Reginald staggered into the door-yard
corner, and bending over saw that the heap that he was on the Die. hut it I'd only thunk
was a dead child, and that its face was that to ask him about them mules ere his gentle
if the little wanderer who had summoned spirit took it- (light. it would have been four
As I looked the thousand dollars in our pockets, and no misme a few moments before.
candle sputtered and went out, and the cold, take. Kxeuse these real tears, lull you've1
pitiless moonlight fell through the broken novel felt a parent's feelings.”
“It’s an oversight,” sobbed Mat in. “Do
panes upon flic floor. 1 got out and went
not blame n 1”
home. That’s my story, colonel.

HUSBANDS AND THEIR

effective Democratic
canvass

ii \ r ha:
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Tin; funeral passed nil" in a very pleasant
manner, nothing occurred to mar the harmony of the occasion. 1' a happy thought ot
Reginald's mother, tlie wives walked to tlie
grave twenty abreast, which rendered that
part of the ceremony thoroughly impartial.
That night the twenty wives, with heavy
hearts,
twenty respective
sought theii
couches.
In another house, not many leagues from
the house of morning, a gray-haired woman

figures.

My-tWlow citizens, it wouM In; much •: t. r :■
the people of this country it the tarirt'on the-. ;
tented articles was repealed, and s±ir>,(MM»,ooo in-levied as a tax upon the wiiole people, and hand, d
nv. r in
money to these manufacturers a-a bonus
tor making their wares.
If that w.m don -, ushould nave nheap wares. Itailroad building won |.|
he greatly increased, heeause railroad iron n old I
bought cheap, steel rail- would be laid in-h ad
inferior iron rail-, thus making transportation ami
travel cheaper and safer. Ship building, espe.-i-di
<•'
iron ships, would revive, because m it w
would be greatly reduced in cost. All manti'
tures which arc now unprotected, or but pan
protected, would thrive, because raw mufrrii! ..i
iron, steel, leather, etc., would he reduced in pi
and a thousand industries now prostrate or mguisliing, would arise and prosper. Aimthr
vantage of that plan would be that tin- pe. ;
would see what they paid, to whom and wil d
'I'he people of Ohio would see that they pay
f>00,<KM) per year as bonus to a few capitalists io ii
duee them to make articles four-tifths ot wh
would he made ,ills! tin* satin- without bonus.
\u
the\ would see. too, that thong!i ^go.000,0011 ,n
paid bv them, not <>m —filth of tint ^11111 falls to «»:*•'
ni iaufa. uivs as bonus.
Tl.a: i-. that the pr
Hve tariif, in addition to the -hjeetion that on
its bell.-tit-, wild, ill
t'- ttv rhi-*, of til V’. ople g.tile peo| |e bear it- eiloniloii- burden-, i- op.-li t
the Still further objection that marly all of that p.-tt \
favored class live in one -mall section ot toe eouuSo that the tariff bomi-. lik. the national hank
tr
and bond boiui-, md exemptions, go-- almo-t
W lolly to fa\ orite-.
I'li.- annual distribution of tariif Imiiii-i- j- tin
most grossly corrupting incident of our govern
m. nt.
Ii do. s more to debauch honest atel up
right legislation than all other orrupf can-.-- eomI* ncd.
1. »u<l cheer-.] (i n. Hoynton, a tlmrouj’
g ting republican, in a letter written from \\ ash mgtoii. and published iti the Cincinnati <.a/--u
la-t
Tue-day ..r Wednesday, in -peaking of thloi- tariif is eon.oetcd.’sa v- that if the
people :
this country could know the n-mipt i 11 il 11«-;t<
ii. u
are exerted in tin* distribution of these tariif duti. -.
not a republican from the northern states would b
returned to congress.
Scn-ation.
I’tobably tw- iiiy-live member- ol eoiigr--- are
eh'. fed by the iron turn cv own. r- and maiiula.
turer-, not t.» represent the interest of th
Viu< 1.
call
people, but -olrly to procure a high tariif mi
\ irio-as kinds ot iron.
I’robaoly there are tw.-uiv
tive more memb. 1 that represent the \ ai imi- t o il!
011
eottmi goods.
That mikes fifty l a rill mi:
Will'll 1 lie tar.il .jUe-tioll collie- Up th". -:lV \\
want a high taritf on cotton goods and
n all I.indof iron.
There are, probably, ten member* <•!
<wgross tli.-re childly in the interest of the ,lt manufacturers. I learned recently in Syra.-u-■ that thcombination known n- tin Onondaga Salt < ..mpo v
own and control m> |e>- than loiir-tifth- of th
turmn es of that region.
Tin > wanted [■• k-■ o
down the quantity produced -o 1- imt u> glut
market and they went t-> \ M»:ui
and not
passed prohibiting the manufacture ot ill
month- in each ve.ar, comiin-uein : N 0 emi.ei !
This nmi|i;iiiv -end ".ilf t<* < ana I i. and eoin|
then* with thr foreign salt imported duty |Y.
N.
I n. > u-»
England Ini- imrinmi- lUlu ri* -.
deal
>alt, hut some how
oile r t< n
d
Sehenek < an toll hov it is, prohaldy tin1 NYw \
land, fisheries an; paid bark by tin* l nit• d Slat.
tin* motley ill v pay as duty on -alt. I dmi’t kti
whether the I’lit ler comity pork packers ar. pa
back the iiicrea-cd cost (ley pav for suit by
iof the taritl* or not. [“No, -ir. tli.v an* not."
Well, these -alt maker- .-end their -alt d'.wn
the eoa-t of New England, and then- tmder-i
t!
foreign salt, which eome.- in duty five! That d
not look as though they in- ltd proteetimi t:
foreign-all, does it ? [Xu! no! 'direr-.! Th.it
wlloie American people aia taxed to tlir iAt' ill
six millions of dollars bonus, gix n by tie r. j n!•
\\ hy ian party '«> these -alt manufacturer-.
given? itreail-e iron a id cotton product-an ie
lit or t< n
d
got tln-r
get protection unli-stb'
votes.
Mr. Mc< arthy, "t .-yraeu-.*. repiv-.-nt- t!
salt interest in eongr -.x lb- \\ ill proliably It a< **
his vote for anything
under tie In a\rn- to ..
>u get tw•niy-ti.
the duty on-alt. Now, when
iron men. and twenty live cotton men. and ten
men in the house o! ivpre-entati v
y on ii.i\ e -ix I
If i- a pretty strong for.-, i-i
men for protection.
the taritl', -till there ar.- other iudii-trie- wliieh
they mu-t have pridection too. 1 r in-tan. -tie ;
is a good deal ot coal trade with No\ a >e,»lia v.
there i- no taritl* mi eoal. lYnn-v l\ania men .a i
,,

>

•.

■

■

<

western Maryland men want to dfis .• th::? ion
weeping passionately.
“lie died,’’ she cried, “he died without coal out of the market: therefore they demand, a
get a duty of one dollar and twenty -il\e cent- a
signerlying, in any respect, where them ton
of eoal.
mules went to!”
ten sole- that
There an*
was

riiAfTi’.i: iv

-m \i:itn:i> au.un.

Two years elapse between the third and
fourth chapters. A manly Mormon, one
evening, as the sun was preparing to set
among a select assortment a >f gold and crimson clouds in the western horizon—although
for that matter the sun lias a right to “set”
where it wants to, and so, 1 may add, has a
hen—a manly Mormon, I say, tapped gently
at the door of the mansion of the late Reginald Gloverson.
The door was opened by Mrs Susan Gloverson.

“Is this the the house of the widow Glov!” the Mormon asked.
“It is,” said Susan.
“And how many is there of she.'” inipliied
the Mormon.
“There is about twenty of her, including
me,” returned Susan.
“Can 1 see her?”
“You can.”
“Madam,” lie softly said, addressing the
twenty disconsolate widows. “1 have seen
part of you before. And although I've already twenty-live wives, wlioau 1 respect and
tenderly care for, I can truly say that I nevRe
er felt love’s holy thrill till i saw tliee !
mine? be mine!” lie enthusiastically cried,
“and we will show the world a striking illustration of the beauty and truth of the noble lines, only a good deal more so—

erson

“Twenty-niie souls with a single thought.
Twenty-one hearts that heal as one.
“They

were

united—they were."

>

u

represent
probably
ami almost nothing else. That mak> < an aggn-g r
of seventy for tariff. Then* are still other art
that require a tariff. Here comes Mr. Hake- \m
for example. He is extensively engaged in tl.
mamifaetlire of -hovels. Tin y -ay in Washing? mi
that he spends one half of In- time in reducing 11
tariff on scrap iron. (\\ Inch lie uses x t. n-i\, !
the mamifaeture of hi- -hovels,i and the other In
Laughter, j Then
in rising the taritl on shovel-.
arc other special industries represented in eoiign
manipulating the tariff for tlieir henetit. There
the llessemer steel ring. lie—emcr sieel is now
manufactured in Europe nearly as cheap as ordinary’ iron. The patents have ex pired abroad, but
in the I nited States tin* patent i- owned by t hr.
men.
They succeeded in getting (JcnerulSehenek.
in his taritl amendment la-f winter, to put a taritl
of
per ton on that article. Mr. Morrell, member ot congres- from Pennsylvania, owns one-third
of this monopoly, and Mr. (iriswold, ex-memh. r
from New York, another third. This article igreatly needed in our country for railroad iron and
other purposes, but enormously increased bv -to. k
—forty per cent.—by General Sehenek. for fie
henetit of this member of congress from Pennsylvania and his ring. So he increased the duty on
telegraph wire eighty per rent, for the beneiit "l
one establishment in
Worcester, Massaehii-ett
all this inerea-ed cost falling on tlie mas-e- of tie
--

—

people.

THUS Sj-Jo.OOO.iKHt of the

people*-

money

1-

m

nually distributed bv the lobby, and by the age
of these petty monopolies, who sit there in eongivI under the name of the people’s represent at in
ot Unmany of whom are only subsidised agent|
protected manufacturers. [<'beers.
Now, this is the way these enormous mmmpoli.
operate to sustain each others interest in emigre--.
this country, and
They an* scattered all over

of them that receives any
the tariff, yon will generally
readv to support the republican partvi with all their intelligence and mean-.
“That's
so.”l
Voice,
I

wherever vou find

one

advantage from
2nd an organization
•neat

; From the Boston Post, Oct 27.j
BOLD

BANK

BURGLARY.

work up the case.
They think they have gained
“a clue," hut it is certainly a very slight one. In
the meantime, Air. George F. Slocumh. one of the
Directors of the llank, as well as one of its heaviest
depositors, had hurried to AVoreester, and given
such information as he could in his bewildered
state, from which the early and inaccurate reports
are made up.
TIIE AMOUNT STOLEN
is vuriouslv estimated at from $150.00(1 to $200,000,
ami as 1 have already explained, consisting as il
docs in such large proportion of private special deposits, il will he a long lime before ail accurate
statement can be given. Sir. Slocmuh loses about
$12,000 in I’uited States bonds, lie lias bad $00,000 (111 deposit there, and at first supposed that lie
had lost that amount, till some one w ho remembered a recent investment by him of $ls,000 reminded
him of it. and relieved Ins mind of a portion of ils
weight. Air. AViiilhrop Faulkner, another heavy
depositor, loses from $50,000 to $40,000, and declares that il leaves him without a dollar in the
world. Jonathan AVarren. Esq., President of the
Bank, otters on behalf of the institution a reward of
$10,000, half each for the recovery of the plunder
and tlie arrest of the robbers, to which Air. Slocumh
and other depositors add a private reward ol'$5000

Gkaftox. Mass., Oct 20.
1 In- <|iiiot country village, in the heart ot the
<'ommonwealth. nine miles from Worcester anil
three from the Boston and Alban} Railroad, lets
i„, „ H.-dav the scene of the wildest excitement it
In fact it ha> received tv shaking
.■ver witnessed.
to its centre, from which it will be many months at
Ica-t before it recovers. The people will go to bed
to-ni'dil with a feeling of insecurity diametrically
and will sec vispi .“it, t,, their wonted placidity,
ions :md hear sounds of direful import, even In their
two
has
the
First Nation(iraftou
banks,
dreams.
nl in one or other of which the citizens have boon
accustomed—those of them blessed with a more
titan ordinary supply of this world's goods—to des.
posit for safe keeping their surplus funds, U.
bonds, etc. Hitherto, these special deposits have
been considered as safely bestowed as though laid
or maway in the vaults of the Bank of England,
-ted in real estate. Blit tlie events of last night
ii:t\ i* oliiiugtHi all this, ami those who retired lu>t
night with the comfortable feeling that they were
well to do, are to-day reduced to the possession
And more.
mi relv of the house- and lauds they occupy.
i! this h i- been brought about by the daring and AS TO THE IDENTIFICATION OF THE BURGLARS
-iiceessl'ul crime of a gang of professional burglars
there are. of course, only hints. Three men were
from some one of tbe great cities, undoubtedly, and
seen, at about s o'clock last evening, by Henry Doiperhaps from over the water. Indeed, the opera- liver,coming f'rom'Grafton to New
England Village,
t,.,,) throughout was characterized by the audacity,
tie overheard one of them say, “Tf 1 can get
and
the -kill and the determined and deliberate perseof
risk
1ml
1
can
hold
him." They
hold
him
1
will
finished
the
verance which marks
English burglar.
kept on through New England Village without
now THE DEED WAS DONE.
stopping. He describes the men as wearing black
But of course
overcoats and black slouched hats.
Miont ten o'clock last evening, as Mr. Lewis
little benefit attaches to this kind of description.
I taniels. who has for some three or four years
That there was a regularly organized gang of tirstai-tily and acceptably tilled the position of watch- elass
professionals is proved alike by the order with
man in the First National Bank, was going from
w hich they worked, the perfect discipline they exi-, house across the little village common to begin
hibited anil the workmanlike manner in which they
his nightly tour of duty at the Bank, he was accosted near the lower end of the green by a man performed
A GREAT AMOUNT OF WORK.
who inquired if the drug store was to he open again
ii
if the druggist was going to return, as lie liad
The vault into which they effected an entrance is
!-.* toothache and wanted to get some chloroform of plate iron, set in brick masonry, and provided
for it. Before Mr Daniels had time to reply, he with double iron doors swinging in heavy iron
vv a- conscious of a crushing blow across the throat,
castings. The brick work comes out flush with
m l simultaneously, some heavy woolen garment
these castings all round. The burglars lirst removwrap was thrown over hi- head an a mutter and ed the brick wall from one side of the door, exposwere
his
moutli.
His
anus
into
illfif li»o oncin^, mill tlioii l»y iiumua Uf I lit*11* J)OWCrgag was thrust
lul wedges, jimmies and fevers, forced off the enit tin-same time seized from behind and firmly
field, while a low, determined voice spoke, •‘Bring tire casing and of course the outer door with it.
the handcuffs, Number Three.” In an instant a They were not long m getting through the inner
nair of handcuffs were tightly clasped upon his door, and then the steel box inside w as attacked,
u i-t
closely pinioning his arms behind his back. probably with picklocks, as it is not marred at all
He was then directed, on peril of his life, to hold or the lock injured. But at any rate they opened it
In- peace and lead the way to the Bank. His pock- and possessed themselves of its contents.
The
et- were searched and the keys of the building and burglars were supplied with a full supply of the
Hu various rooms taken, with which the villains most approved implements known to their craft, all
quietly effected an entrance. Mr Daniels was taken of which they left behind them. These included
into [fie coal room, in rear of the hanking room, wedges varying in size from an inch and a half to
and thrown upon u hunk. His legs were tied, and six inches in length, and sledges, jimmies and levers,
the matter removed from his head, while he was made with sockets or joints,
so
as
to
lie
cautioned that the slightest noise or movement on packed in small compass, and titled together for
hi- part would insure his death. The inside blinds use. A large quauity of powder and fuse was also
uf tin banking room were carefully closed, but no left, the burglars
not'finding us,- for it, hut relying
other movement made by the robbers till about 11 solely on their mechanical implements.
l*. M„ w hen a lodge of Good Templars, which had
been in
ssion during 1 he evening in an upper stoTHE SURRENDER OF MFTZ.
r>. had adjourned and departed, when, everything
I icmg quiet and in readiness to proceed, they began
Proposed Armistice.
with the tools in their possession to force the vault
mid approach its contents.
This was a work of
London, Oct. 28, 1870.
time and labor; but they had plenty of leisure and
The news of the surrender of Metz with
sufficiently powerful tools, and worked without
hurry and with perfect quiet and system until they The
army of Marshal liazainc, numbering
were completely successful.
By hall-past four this
combatants of all arms, and between
morning the contents of the vault were in their pos- 83.000
-c-sion and they left the building and departed 10.000 and 20,000 disabled troops, isconlirmwith their plunder, leaving the watchman still ed in this city
to-day. It is received with
lound and gagged in the coal room. During the
the republicans here, but in
indignation
by
hours
of
the
Mr
Daniels was obliged to
long
night
lie a passive auditor of the proceedings, and was government circles ami among the imperiafrequently visited by one and another of the villains lists it is regarded as favorable to the negotimid quietly cautioned to keep silence, being told ations now going on at Versailles for an
tha; there were twelve of them, and that they armistice.
These negotiations in their origiwould clean him out if lie gave utterance lo a
nal basis, involve no reference whatever to
sound. About o o'clock this morning, Mr If. NewMetz. The army of Marshal Jiazaine havton. who occupies a store in the building, in
opening his store heard groans, which lie at first thought ing been considered by both parties as out o!
proceeded from ids cellar, but, looking there, found the practical question so far as regards the
nothing. Then his attention being aroused, inof France for claiming, or the reaslooked around the building, and saw a rope lead- grounds
ons of Prussia for admitting, the
advantages
ing old from the Bank entrance and shut under the
door. Pushing open the door, the open and pluml- decreed to France in the said original basis.
red vault met his eye, and the groans growing
I have its points, on the best authority, a*
louder lie followed them into the coal room, where follows:—
the watchman was discovered on the bunk in a
First.—That the principle of the statu quo
terrible state of mental and physical distress. The
handcuffs had been so tightly applied that they had ante is to govern all arrangements looking
id into hi- wrists and the
consequent swelling of to the possible resumption of arms after the
In- arm-, from the pressure and the constrained armistice.
po-iiion in which heday, had caused the flesh to
Second—That, both belligerents are to be
pul! out around the irons so that they were nearly
hidden from view. It was necessary to carry him allowed to hold undisturbed their actual posit
v machine
shop and have the irons cut and filed tions at the time of the signing of the stipua' from his wrists before he was released. The lation.
c
had bruised-and swollen his mouth and cheeks,
Third—That the
of Paris is to be allegs were crumped and swollen from the tying lowed to receive oily one
daily
-a 1
day’s supply of
distraint they had undergone, while the men!.* prostration lie
experienced from the terrors and provisions.
I,
Fourth—All latitude is to be given through1-hips oi the m;• lit had left him in a pitiable eond Hon.
out the country to proceed with tin-election
ot members to the Constituent
Assembly
■
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FURTHER
fSuarbniek, fOd,

PARTICULARS.

Special

Cable Despatch to the N,
Herald. 1
I have hastened to this point through a terrible
storm which swept down trees and telegraph
posts and swelled and overflowed the river. The
surrender of Bazaine look nobody by surprise. Il
was certain ever since the departure’of Boyer. For
several preceding days, the French pickets were
drawn in and the firing entirely eeased. A week
ago it was understood that the food in the fortress
was so nearly exhausted that the men were
put on
the shortest possible rations. This, added to the
unfavorable weather and the rapid increase of sickness. rendered the army desperate.
A large delegation of men went to Bazaine, not insubordinate,
hut desired to he led out to assaidt en masse. They
preferred to die on the Held rather than by starvation. Bazaine spoke to them kindly and affectionately, and declared lie was ready to die with litem
anywhere. lie represented tlie hopelessness of
doing anything in their present weakened condition, being almost destitute of horses, even if they
cut through the line.
He stated that terms for
honorable capitulation were being considered, and
he hoped soon toreleive his brave men from the
terrible situation. This quieted the army, but the
rules were so relaxed that several bodies went
over to the German lines without opposition.
On
Tuesday Gen Changarnier, on the part ot Bazaine
and Major A on sticle. on the part of Prince Frederick Charles met to arrange for the surrender, (he,
terms of which had been agreed upon bv King
Almost simultaneously preparations
William.
were made for an immediate march’ bv a large portion of the investing army and (he sending of supplies of food to the capitulating forces. This was
necessary to prevent the horrors of actual starvation. As soon as the terms were Anally signed al
the Prince’s head-quarters, there was a great rush
of applicants for permission to enter Metz; all
I had an opportunity,
were positively refused.
however, of entering Bazaines lines ami conversing freely with many of the ofiieers and men. (>ne
thing I marked was certain, the general feeling
against the present Provisional Government, many
were severe upon the Emperor, hut were
equally
so against his successors.
Some complaint was
made that Bazaine did not mass his men al an early
stage of the siege and cut his way out at any cost,
but the Marshal is generally very popular with bi1 gather from the ottieers a terrible account
army.
of the suffering- experienced by the army, garrison and the people, especially the latter
during the
investment of the city. For many (lavs, oiilyYour
ounces of bread were served to each
man, and even
this many thousands failed to get. Horse flesh in
small quantities was distributed, and this was their
only food. It is believed that the sickly ami emaciated condition of the horses occasioned much
sickness among the troops.
uur mtormant, who had been m town the
day
before, declared that the women and children were
dying in fearful numbers for actual want of nourishment. The large army of sick ami wounded
was not only without food but shelter.
Dead horses
and remnants, which formed a great nuisance,
were burned to prevent infection.
Seeing the emaciated condition of men classified as healthy, it is
that
wonderful
the
place held out so' long.
only
The capitulation put a very large amount of amutiition and valuable arms in possession of the Germans. and renders further resistance on the part of
Fram e utterly hopeless. Reports prevail that the
army will not be sent to Germany for a lew days.
This created an impression that peace is expected,
and it intended to be accomplished through the
agency of Bazaine and perhaps an Imperial RegenPossession of the forts will lie given to-dav
cy.
Large requisitions have been made on the surrounding country for rations for the prisoners, and provisions have already been forwarded from
Belgium
ay.)

V.

[Si

common.

G

A

THE .‘SCENE 0 THE OUTRAGE,
iii oidiT to give a clear idea of the situation of
Hie robbery, a reference to the annexed diagram
will lie useful. The village common is surrounded
In houses, stores, shops, etc., among which are the
two hanks above mentioned.
The First National
Ins Its banking room in the southeast corner of the
Town Hall building, a brick structure, three
‘tones in height, the remainder of tile ground floor
s ing
occupied by the drug store of David White,
the clothing store of .1. II. Wood and the grocery
tore of lb Newton, respectively.
A staircase
between the two first-named leads to the floors
above, wlih h are used for the offices of the Town
If rk and Selectmen, a dentist’s room, a shoe manufactory, the Town Hall and a hall where the Good
Templars mot hist evening. In the diagram “A"
represents the spot where Mr. Daniels was siezed
by the men : 'Hi" the banking-room : “C” the coalroom in which Mr. Daniels was confined; "D’’ the
Directors’ room in the rear, connected with the
banking-room by the passage “P"; l‘V” the vault;
••I” White's drug store; “2" Wood’s clothing store,
-i
parated from White's by the staircase; “8” Newton's grocery store; “-I" the road to New England
Village, a manufacturing hamlet two miles from
here on the road to the railroad; “S” the Soldiers’
Monument on the Common; “G’’ the Grafton NaI i iiial Hank, etc.
now mi: uoBBKiin escaped.
The road to \.,w England V illage and thence to
Worcester i- the best means of travel hence to the
latter place, joining the main road, which runs
west from the front of the hank, some two or three
miles east ol Worcester. This morning Mr. Earwell. of New England Village, discovered that a
horse and harness belonging to him were missing,
and about ti o’elock this morning, a man, described
as short and thick-set, with a
sandy heard, anil
wearing a round-crowned, stiff-hrimmeil black hat,
left a horse, which lias been fully identified as Mr.
I 'arweU’s, under a shed on Winter street, WorcesA grocery wagon was attached to him. At
ter.
another time, but within two rods of the same spot,
a chestnut mare, attached to a light express
wagon
and wearing Mr. Farwcll’s stolen harness, was left
mi the street and also taken up by the police.
The
nw nership of this horse and of the harness found on
Mr. Farwell's horse, as well as of the two wagons,
i- as yet undetermined, but they were
;eviileutly
•Molen somewhere near by, from the harness being
changed. A powder canister was picked up in the
road between this place and New England Village
by Mr. Isaac. Mason, of Worcester, and this, in itsi'if a trivial circumstance, tends to show the
way
the robbers travelled. A more significant token
was the finding in the road near New
England
Village this morning ol forty dollars in gold, evidently scattered from the hag containing $1100,
which was among the plunder. It is considered
probable they went to Worcester in two or more
parties to avoid suspicion, and left on the early
trains, perhaps taking different routes to meet at
the common rendezvous. Of course

Laboeuf, as a prisoner, prefers going to Germany
and refuses Ins parole. The health of the German
army is tolerably good.
Application has been
made to Belgium to allow the transport of prisoners,

it. is necessary to send them to Germany]
It is stated that Bazaine is going to Wilhebnliohe
with Changarnier, after a visit to Versailles. From
the condition of the army it is certain that Bazaine
could not hold out three days longer.

provided

There is great excitement in France over the
surrender of Metz, and Bazaine is openly charged
with treachery. The confidence ill the strength and

safety of the city had been unbounded.

Eugenie

is with the

Emperor at AVilhelmhohe.
reported to be great among the German troops, owing to the severe weather.
The Americans are leaving Paris, by permission
Sickness is

of the Prussians.

THE NEWS EI.EW I.IKE

WILDFIRE
from mouth to mouth and from house to house of
this village, and the people forgot their breakfasts
their farms and their shops, temporarily, in the
presence of the (treat excitement. The depositors
in the Bank and its officers naturally were the most
shaken by Lite news, and were in no fit condition
for hours to give any clear statement of the lossesDeputy Sheriff Hall took a team and drove rapidly
to Worcester, to obtain the aid of the police.
He
soon returned with C’ily Marshal Drennan, who,
after looking into the matter, went again to Worcester, and after putting his force lliere on the
alert, hastened hither again with a trusty omcer to

A new bill in

equity

lias been filed in Port-

land, by Howard & Cleaves, Attornies, pray-

injunction against the Maine Cening
tral Company and the Directors, against the
carrying out of the contract of consolidation
ot May 12th, 1870; also against building a
new line from Danville Junction to Cumberland ; also
against the change of gauge and
for the appointment of receivers.
November lbth is appointed for a hearing on this
bill.
for

an

SowmaL

ftcpubikmt
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NEW YORK--HER FIGHTERS AND VOTERS.

LETTER

Our readers will remember that in 1864
we published the
scathing exposures which
Gov. Seymour of New York made of the

Fall and Winter Fashions—-Prevailing
Style
of Skirts, Waists snd Sleeves—Outside G:>.
ments—Trimmings—Othor articles of Dri
---Costumes on Fxhibition at Jordan, V u sh
& Co's.

glaring injustice done in the drafts between
the Republican and Democratic Districts of
that State—an injustice which was the real

ISji
IhisToN, Oct.
"Fostly tliy habit as thy purse ran buy," w 1
parting injunction of old I'olonius to his son,
Ihr ad1.;
iiaiidi-d down to us through -om tin

of the riots in dial year. Now that
EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.
the radical papers teem with
charges of
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a year; fraudulent
voting in the city, and Grant prowithin the year, $2.50; at the expiration ot tlie year,
$3.00,
poses to use the military at the polls in the
Advertising Terms. For one square, (one inch ot
length in column.) $1.25 for three weeks, and 25 cents city of New York, Gov. Seymour again shows
for each subsequent insertion. A fraction of a square
up the frauds ot the radicals. And lie not
charged as a lull one.
only does that, but places them in a most
Administrators, Executors and Guardians desiring their advertisements published in the Journal, awkward dilemma.
will please so state to the Court.
Alluding to the sweeping charges that the
vote
of New York city is largely fraudulent,
have
the
address
of
SUBSCRIBERS desiring to
papers
changed, must state the Post Office to which the paper and that some
thirty thousand illegal votes
to which it is to
has been sent

as

well

as

cause

hundred years, scour- not to have lost any ,u

original flavor. Indeed it is excellently relished 1
die people o| to-day, aud a determination to loll.

j the

are

cent

yearly counted.
speech, said—

Gov.

Seymour,

in

eries, abound in endlta

variety, until even \\v
lost in the confusion of arrang,nu litaiel multiplicity of adornment*.
Th. ;
| -cents to lie not a shadow of return to Spartan 'ini
plicity. Women are more fashionable than cvei
ordered minds

a re-

These questions, growing out of the census returns of tlie cities of New York ami
Brooklyn, are
4ar*S. It. Niles, No. 1 Scollay’s Building, Court St., of more than mere
local importance. They are the
Boston, is authorized to receive advertisements for this touchstones
which which show the spirit and purpaper.
C. Evans, 10G Washington Street, is an author- poses of party leaders.
It is charged that the census returns prove that
ized agent ot this paper.
49*Gko, P. Rowell & Co., 40 Park Row,New York, the vote given in the city ot N'ew Y ork is so frauduwill receive advertisements for tliis paper, at the lowest lent and
excessive, that it has changed the result
rates. Their orders will always receive promt atten- of our elections
and wrongfully placed political
tion.
in
the
hands or the Democratic party. What
/^Horace Dodd, 121, Washington Street, Boston,is power
the
are
facts?
The
census returns show that the
an authorized Agent for the Journal.
population of New Y ork falls hut a little below one
Subscribers are requested to take notice of the date on million souls. Take the largest vote ever given in
the colored slips attached to the paper. It is the only that city, which was at the election of ISOS, and
which was less than 196,000, If this number proves
form of receipt now used.
For instance, 15 May G8,
means that the subscription is paid to that date.
When fraud, then there was fraud in this county at the
a ucw payment is made, the date will be immediately
same election.
There was fraud in every Republichanged to correspond, and thus a receipt in lull is sent can district in this Stale. There was fraud all over
with every paper, Subscribers in arrears are requested our land.
The population of Oneida countv is
to forward the sums due.
about a hundred ami nin
thousand, and its vote
49*1 n sending money, state THE POST OFFICE to was about
twenty-four thousand. The vote in tin
which the paper is scnt.«ff4r
State of New York, at the election, was more than
eight hundred and fifty thousand. If the vote in
the city ol New York, in proportion to its numbers.
HOW THEY MEAN TO DO IT.
as shown by the census, shows
fraud, then, unless
the
census will show that New York lias more than
A late issue of Forney’s Press, contained
live millions and a half of people, the
Republican
the following:
districts of this State are steeped in fraud to their
very eyelids. The fads brought forward hv those
ALABAMA To HI! LOOKED AFTER.
who arc traducing their own Slate disprove their
The State of Alabama being disposed to banker
own calumnies.
after llie defunct Confederacy, and to give trouble
THE KXROI.I.MEXT OP 1X01.
to the Union, law-abiding portions of the citizens,
the Administration lias taken the matter in hand,
Those who have trie.I to fasten the c
harge of
and orders have been issued to make a sepa- fraud nicoii tlu> Democratic
party of the State of
rate military district of the State with (ten. S. \V. New York have not oniv failed in
this, hut they
Crawford of Pennsylvania in command. Addition- have unwittingly unmasked a monstrous
wrong of
al troops will lie sent there to insure a fair and free which they themselves have been
guilty. This
election this fall. The President is determined to question about the population of the cities of Now
put down every semblance of dissatisfaction with York and Brooklyn and of Democratic districts is
the Government in the late rebel States. This is not a new one. It agitated this State a few
years
regarded as the only means of preserving order and since and was the subject of a bitter controversy.
Ill their haste to denounce others; in zeal (o draw
protecting the lives and property of Union men.
from the census returns, they
Upon this shameful announcement the false conclusions
forget that they are bringing forth proof that they
Hartford Times, with proper indignation and themselves were guilty
of crimes of ten-fold deeper
than those they untruly c harge upon others.
perfect truth, remarks that Alabama is a dye
During the war an enrollment was made of those
State of the Union, nominally and theoreti- who were liable to do military duty. 'The
government
never did an net
grave, more solemn,
cally as free and independent as Massachu- or one which called formore
more unquestionable fairsetts or New York.
Ulysses S. Grant has no ness than tills. The saeredness ortho purpose, the
preservation of our Union, should have invested il
more authority to take Alabama
by7 the throat with a species of sanctity. It was a measure
which
than he has to throttle Connecticut. But the touc hed the lives of our people, the happiness of
of their homes, and which was to earn death unit
President grasps States by the neck as easily
mourning into so many family circle-' It was to
and familiarly as lie grasps the neck of his he a great lottery for life, and the thought that
there could he fraud, falsehood and injnstiec in its
whiskey bottle. These United States soldiers conduct shocks every mind that is hot dead to
are sent into Alabama, not to
repress vio- justice and to mercy. But when this enrollment
was made, it was found to be so unequal and
partilence, for there is none, but to overawe san that,
with others, I deemed it a duty to look
TUI'. PEOPLE, AND CARRY THE ELECTION for into it.
T will give you a few of the result’s of that
scrutiny. 1 beg every man within the sound of my
party Radicalism. That is the plain truth, voice to recall to his mind the statements which
tersely and squarely7 stated. These troops were made in the controversy which grew out of
that subject. I ask j’ou all, without regard to
are sent to Alabama to sustain a horde of
ig- political views, to read again what was said atyour
that
in political speeches and in political journals.
norant plantation negroes in
voting, in dif- time
It was found under this enrollment, when a call
ferent precincts, threi live, or a dozen times was made lor three
hundred thousand men. that
apiece. The white people are to be over- nine Democratic Congressional Districts, which, at
that time, gave 1X0,non votes, were called
upon to
awed, and complaint against this intended furnish more than
10.000 men, while sixteen ReDistricts,
a
publican
with! votel of more than :tb.!,infamy is to be precluded by stationing Fed- 000.
were charged with hut tik.ooo.
The districts
eral troops in convenient places, so that any forced to send
this excessive amount were mostly
of the unprincipled persons who are distinct- in the cities of New York and Brooklyn. The first
nine Congressional Districts, which
these
ly known at the South as “scallywags” and cities and adjacent enmities, with acomprise
population at
that
time
rated
at
were
l,2ix,0]n.
called
upon for
“carpetbaggers” may dispose of honest and 21,100 men, while
Massachusetts, with ten Conwhile
men
in
their
own
local
law-abiding
gressional Districts and a population then rated at
1,231,000, had to furnish only lb,120. At the same
community whom they hate and fear for time
the quotas of Vermont.and New Hampshire,
t'leh watchfulness of
rogues, by entering with a population ■•i soi.i7|,wi,t, „ix ('otigre—iunal
1
>islriots.
only 7.non men. whit*- i.... .tut,-i. t„
a complaint
against them on the vague gen- m Hie city gave
of New York, with a population ol'onlv
eral ground ol “disloyalty.” White men are 2s:!,220, wete called upon for 7.027 men.
At the last accounts, the conscientious
to be kept away from the [tolls by this style

counsel possesses the minds of many, vg
less, however, of the further instruction that
shall not lie "expressed in fancy.'’ f lounces ,.n
folds, furbelows and fringes, rutiles aud emblem

!

go.

49=*S. M. Pettengill & Co., 0 State St., Boston,
and 37 Park Row, New York, are our authorized Agents
for procuring subscriptions and forwarding advertise-

ments.

of

intimidation;

and

the

poor ignorant
negroes are to be permitted to vote, “early
and often,” the ballots which the secret
“Union League” of the Forneys and Wilsons
distribute to them, with “League” instructions to vote more than once. For this latter

radicals had not

figured out the sum to show
how New York city could have 250,000 men
liable to military duly in lsi.it, and could not
have 150,000 legal voters in ISOs—that beiiur
Gov. Hoffman’s vote. They don’t like to
li make ; them sick
try such cyphering,

Ihxtravagauecs

laurels from her.
It is useless to tight a coniines
lion with a hiiei.et-ful! of water; or to run on,
elbows against 'harp corners, (if what iv.iili it
to protest against tile e excesses:
i'lie re Ini' lieen nuieli 'kill and diplomacy ev
'misled ill the ell'.Il to d. lei'll)ill.- the
pro|ier leuglh
I of dri s-skirts lor walking nil-.
The ease ha- at

j

|

j
:

people
other

State like Alabama because

suspected

of

hankering

style of government

It is this

man

after
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RAILROAD COMPLETED

I culvert
span—a

over

1 he

Sawyer

handsome

very

Grant, and the party

stream, of to feet
and substantial

■

For waists the

known

as “Puddle Dock.”
Two miles further is the arch culvert over
These grounds
have been extended by building a substantial the Cates stream, of 10 feet span, a very
sea wall on the north-western side, and lin- solid and substantial
piece of work.
The Thorndike station, near the bouse ot
ing. Thi> whole flat has also been raised

about three feet hy earth, the surface
gravel, and smoothed oil'.

being

sand and
The

buildings consist of a passenger buildby 2b. handsomely finished with ash

tib

almost

<

sustain him, who must be “looked after”
if the American people would save the freedom which they once possessed, but which is
silently but rapidly slipping from their

waist is to lie

freight building

is 12b

-ecu.

almost intinite in liumher, and \ary
the taste and ligure ofllie iv arer.

A. K.

Bumps, has a freight and passenger
building 35 by 20, with woodshed 75- feet
long, tank-house and self tilling tank, and

cd
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til.'
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latler shape form perhaps the most decid I
tashimi. Well lit I. -1 nil i lei i. |y trimmed, ih-

1 lie \ ariat ions ol eoal ami lie w in

by do

gine pits, for working under the machines. carried by easy grades and curves, and a rebuilding contains a water tank holding markably handsome line, to I'nily, three and
7000 gallons, self-ailing from a reservoir on a half miles.
The Unity .station building is To by -JO feet,
the hill above—the reservoir holding lb 000
gallon-;, and supplied from a never-failing woodshed 75 feet long, with 700 feet of side

sleeves

spring.

-leei
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are

a
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one

without pipin
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ill'
'III "ll! I. If
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mostly lie.i l' d ss ilh
I inly is a pretty and thri\ ing villmre. I 1:11 I Ji.M
ll "mill'd S', ll ll
traek.
I'
t I.
J.
ll VS
t >an I'lminii ; m.-i
known :»•
n.u i..\v
in a very fertile and productive fanning diMops p.-i ms pi. hi tss
Iriot.
The trade is considerable and tin- plaited Velvet null
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engine

house is the turn-

of the most substantial structures
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best
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ll'

country. It is centre bal- business over the road to and from this point W .1,'. s 11 mini' 1
\
i
anced, with screw adjustment, built of granite will he large.
>lm. in s.-is
IVinye, or t;i« inu~ ->l a diMcient
The distance from the station to the shore silk, and e:iv|uiH*re. N urow mill'
laced with brick-work, with two full circles,
.m tie-pi.ar
1 In; pond Is surmounted wilh croup, of Ida*, fold- la.d ..a
The frame is of the Unity Fond is about a mile.
and carries fifty feet of track.
of the hind in the

ot hard

pine, heavily

ironed.

»l.»r« d
ilk. « »s.
very handsome sheet of water, six mile- Mat and pip 'd with
almovj alsvas s dyed
it Ii ta<
l»a**i|ties,are
It
ia
crossed
at
narrow
portion, by
ion;;.

i

The woodshed, tbit by :!0 feet, is situated
across the pile bridge, near the end of the

a

Quite

an

The whole traek, exclusive ot

si.lings,

is

receiving goods and shipping thirty-three miles long. Ii is built high as
Mr. the numerous borrowing pits along the line
hay, potatoes and produce generally
baler's plaster and fertilizer mills

are

about

against
Chandler in lavor of Boston parties. The plaintiif I’ lint, ui titty feet span each.
2>'usp'
was in possession of the store and goods at the lime
The next point of interest is the gravel bed,
STILL THEY COME!
the goods were attached, and claimed to have pureight miles above, from which the material for
The ball keeps rolling, and lhe house of chased Hie goods of Chandler early in December,
the lower portion of the road was
Itito.
'I’he defence was that the purchase hy the ballasting
radicalism leans further and further towards
Over three acres, to an average depth
defendant of ( handler was fraudulent. Verdict for taken.
its fall. The returns from West Virginia,
Here was the
for plaintiff for $3,ff2s.U2. ddie action has been of ten feet, were taken out.
which we publish this morning, shows that tried three times
before, hut resulted in a disagree- temporary boarding house, at which a large
another State is gained to the Democracy, ment each time. We learn that Mr. Urant was
number of laborers were boarded.
with Governor, Legislature and Members ot fully indemnilied hy Boston pur tieAbbot and
The Brooks Village station is two miles beBoyle for plaintiff. Jewett. Williamson and MeCongress.
Here is a handsome station building.
yond.
It. is indeed a glorious succession of vic- Lellau for defendant.
ticket and
In this case a special jury was drawn from all GO by 20, with passenger room,
tories which are crowding upon i/s. Despite
A
the jurors attending this Court, as provided by the telegraph offices, baggage room, &e.
of all the schemes of radicalism, of bribery
law of last winter. This is the first time the law wood shed 100 feet long, tank-house with
at the polls, of bayonets to overawe the peo- has been enforced in this county.
self-filling tank containing /iOoO gallons, and
Alden Newbit vs. Inhabitants of Searsmont.
ple, and of the force and fraud which are
Goo feet of siding. Brooks is a smart and
the natural allies of the party in power, the This was a suit against the town of Searsmont for
thriving village, with a large trade and will
hodilv injuries which plaintiff claimed to have reDemocracy marches straight on to its destin y
The admuch business to the road
furnish
ceived by reason of a detect in the highway, while
of supremacy in the land.
and
Brooks
of
Jackson
will
find
towns
on
said
jacent
town,
Decern"
Sunday,
travelling through
her (i, 1st is. The defence was that the plaintiff was their best outlet here.
Mr. Cox, Secretary of the Interior, has renot injured, and met with no accident as alleged in
A mile and a half beyond is a pile bridge
signed. In his letter to the President, he his writ, that he was travelling on the Sabbath, not
over the mill stream, in# feet long—built on
says that the promises of retrenchment and by reason of charity or necessity; and that the deof 12 feet, the stringers on corbels and
reform promised by the administration have fendant if injured at all, was not, at the time, in spans
to them and strengthened by joint
bolted
not been realized, and that all his endeavors the exercise of ordinary care. Verdict for defendrail spiked to the stringers.
with
for
rods,
McLellan
for
ants.
defendant.
plaintiff.
Boyle
towards a better state of things in his own
These are the only actions which have gone to the
The only crossing of the highway under
department have been frustrated. He therejury since our last issue. Two or three small eases the grade of the railroad is about a mile
fore tenders his resignation.
Cox was too have been commenced but have been
disposed of above, where granite abutments are
placed
honest a man to be a hypocrite, and therefore without being submitted to the jury.
in an embankment and a ear truss bridge is
of
His place will be filled by some
The trial of the action Inhabitants
Jackson vs.
retired.
Inhabitants of China, was commenced Wednesday thrown over the span of 19 feet.
more pliable man.
The next point of interest is the “upper
morning, and will probably occupy several days.
Dr. Manson, of Pittslield, recently removThe follow divorces have been decreed this term : gravel bed,” a very line deposit of gravel in
ed a tumor from the jaws of Dr. Jewett, ot
Mary E. Huinhlcton, from Daniel B. Hambleton ; a high ridge which is cut through by the
Pittsfield—a singular excrescence which h ad Rose li. Clifford, from Joseph Clifford; Mary track.
Some 3000 yards have been taken
from Wm. K. Harvey.
locked his jaws so that he couldn’t cat. A Harvey,
nit for ballasting, besides a very large
curious incident of the case was the presence
The
amount that was used in embankments.
The storm of Monday was a heavy and disasof Miss Dr. Elkins, of Newport, whose nerves trous
is inexhaustible.
in
supply
on
the
lakes,
which
western
gale
many
never trembled.
A short distance beyond is the stone arch
vessels were destroyed and lives lost,

will indicate. This will greatly facilitate the
clearing of the traek from snow. It is laid
with 80,000 ties, of cedar, hannetae, yellow.
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looo feet of embankment from the east side,

extensive business is done at
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this point in
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January,

in some form or oil, a
S.■.ina ly a plain roun 1
Tile ty le of these lia-i|l|.- t,
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'I'UIVl! J., PliKSIKINCi.

diaries Elliot

basrpie
worn.

feet, with oilier wares, tanneries, >te. Teaming to tin- many, as seai
.a-ly le permil one le -av that Hide
a
raised
on
one side, amount ot 2500 tons yearly is done to and an\ iironoum -1
doors,
rolling
platform
small co
-ty h-; though there i
from Freedom, all of which will now find ii- ■leeve, opening ell Ihe outer sealll.fr.ini wil
and a I rack on either side.
te
elhow, and known as the In,, hi- sleeve, that is
The car house is built upon piles, Ibo i>y cheapest conveyance- over tin* railroad.
1 isll.'d a-'less w uiAbout titty rods beyond the station is a mil,'ll in favor. Thi- openin'
27 feet, with a double track, and room for
eord, showing a r --Ii lining; beneath. or is tilled ii
stone areli culvert with S teet span over the
six passenger cars.
w ith
le match the trim
lace, l'liltli's and frin:
[i
The engine house is a substantial building, Palmer Brook -similar to the others.
tilings .if ih, has,pie. For oiilsi,I,• garments tic
about twenty feet ia height, and tlat-roofed. voids the water of the brook through a heavy flowing sleeve Is Mostly Worn. All eel'sag, ■>
It has room for tinee engines, with two en- embankment. From this point the road is now lit w ith short should r
nils uni leu- lie
The

I rael It. t;rant. This is an ne- I
a half mile distant.
lion of trespass against the defendant. who was
null* annvi* < ilv I mm tin*
\\ it 111 n annul
Sheriff of this county, for attaching ami selling a
A 'esteoit stream is < rossed by tvvu substantial
stock of goods in tin* store at Half Moon Stream in
similar to that at City
Knox, in
lst'.s, in suits
Charles E. Howe truss bridges,
<

entirely

Too feet of sidetrack. This will tie an iniing
and walnut, containing two waiting rooms, p "taut station for business, being the centre j are
exceedingly jaunty and -’ \!i-!i The titling a
ticket otliee, telegraph otllcc, and baggage of a line agricultural region which furnishe- ofllie ha-.pie really -.ll-titnte if' lll'i'l ililiieiill
|. |l
room.
The depot has projecting eaves, with a large surplus for market, and demand- there are
t.-w persons who l.imw how' t.»
tin; track outside the depot -now the most large amounts of goods.
Freedom, that is struct a g ... 1 liniic garni, a! oi this kind an I
ili lil ting on.
III,' Ugliest tllltl" that e in he eel
approved style. It has wide platforms all only throe miles away, lias a line water eeived.
around.
power, with manufactories of wooden and

ears.

wno

lav-u

sense,

Directors of the Central road, prior to ae- two miles further on, is 1000 feet long and llal and straight elVe.-i upmi Ih fn.iil i- lurth-i o
lianeed l.y pieft’s ot (ape -i-iv- ,| lo the side s,
eeptanee under the contract for a lease. 15 feet high, built almost entirely from borboth over and under skirt, and tied hehin I
N
The annexed sketch of the line will he found rowing pits, as they are called, by the side
skirls are lined, lull very thick and stiff
lacing
of interest.
of tlie road, the excavations not furnishing usd. Overskirts an
worn l-.ng. full amt
..
The line begins al the foot ot Main street, sutHcient material. The embankment lias a In>iiHunt. Snell is the general oiistriielii.u of f.,
♦
l,
i*>nal»l*» and stylish sUiri
upon the lot belonging to the city, heretofore curve of 2000 feet radius.

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.

than his.

in

ol a new fashion, it
fi.
oe now to lie mad"
-o
as to toileli (tie floor all around
\.-ept ill't in
trout, and to measure from three yards aud a liali
to three and tlir.
plait,-rs m width. To give th.-u
tile proper effect they must r.nilain one
common

I'lte accompanying map shows the route structure.
broad, gm
ami eonneelions ol'the railroad trom this city
Two miles beyond this culvert is the Abe.l, trout lire nil ii, on.. Iiroad side goiv and tw
to the line of the Maine Central.
The work bott summit, the highest point of land on the straight hack
breadths. T!„ front and side gor.
was completed with the close of last week, line, ;iljS feet above the level of the sea.
•ire
sewed plainly to th-- w ai l. and tie- hue!
ami is now undergoing examination by the
'The embankment in the Wentworth woods, breadth- arran-- -i u I ,i
I V, n.-h :■ I'her-. Th
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hunt
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will

form
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a
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modiste of fabulous prices and newspaper lain
'-he is now one nt the follies .it' fashion. Such sin
w ill remain until some artiste of more
wonderful
uidacity and ineredulous prices -hail steal hci

and 350 front the west side, the
object the polls are to be kept open, in
I old Belfast Bridge.
The fiats to II ill’s wharf are crossed by a in the middle being tilled by a substantial
Georgia and Alabama, two or three days.
The papers of the State, pious and otherThe professed object of this high-lianded
pile bridge lOOt) feet long, the piling driven pile bridge. The ‘diorse back,” a gravelly
wise, have nearly all had their little flings at
At one point, where bank which extends many miles, furnished
interference in a State election, by the Fedinto the mud.
firmly
Belfast for doing Sunday work on the raileral Executive, it will lie seen, is the unsupthe ledge comes too near the surface, heavy ■10,000 yards for the embankments, and 7o,road.
Among others the Dexter Gazette mud sills wore laid, locked
The maported assertion that “the State of Alabama seeks to
together, with ooo yards for ballasting the track
point a moral thus
is disposed to hanker after the defunct Conwhich the piles wore driven
terial is of the best (pialitv, and the supply
through
spaces
The Progressive Age. in speaking of the deeds of
federacy.” So “the Administration”—mean- Sunday gravel train- from that city, delicately al- thus securing a good foundation. There are inexhaust ible.
luded to the time as “last First Day."
The track crosses the outlet of tlii pond
nine piles in each span, and the span ten
ing IT. S. Grant and the Radical genera! comStrangely enough, another column of the feet apart. The caps on (lie piling are of at a distance of tour and a half miles from
mittee—“has taken the matter in hand.”
Gazette gives an account of the deepening of
tru
Alabama, or New Hampshire, lias the
pine, IJ by I t inches, on which arc laid pine the pile bridge, by a I/O feet Ibuve
the outlet of the pond in that town, to imon
abutments.
On
the
we
of
of
the
same
size
after
believe,
deprivilege,
granite
stringers bridge
hankering
stringers
j
funct Confederacies if it choose—the same as prove the water power. It says a temporary sawn ties are locked, and upon these the rail
Three miles beyond, the oad crosses- Seba
dam
was built, and seventy men set to work
feet
of
connected
truss
317
Gen. llutler may hanker after other people’s
is laid. About GbO feet of this bridge is on a tie/ink river on
1'lie bridge bridge, from granite abutments, with a censilver ware, or U. S. Grant lias the privilege excavating, adding
curve of a radius of loot) feet.
The labor was not all completed on Saturday, Imt
of hankering alter Old Bourbon, and to go
or
has
two
projections, carrying tracks tral pier, the height ot the masonry being
spurs
“being a work of necessity,'' ii was continued on
on a tearing “bender” in private, and have the day succeeding.
to different portions of the depot grounds.
twenty feet.
The suggestions that naturally occur in
it reported to the country that it is a case of
From the Sebastieook bridge to the point
From the lower depot to that at City l’oint
|
The river of tlie V connecting with the track of the
illness caused by too free indulgence in this connection are these—Is “last First Day” the distance is about two miles.
strawberries and cream, il is a new era in a more objectionable term tor Sunday than here is crossed by a very handsome and sub- Maine Central, the distance is 150 feet. There
the history of our republican government “the day succeeding” ':' And if Belfast peo- stantial Howe truss bridge, of loo feet span, have been no station buildings built at this
when a partisan President may proscribe his ple are to be consigned to < )ld Nick for Sunday with remarkably line granite abutments, point, as the Central Hoad, by the terms of
Dexter l'lie station building, for both passengers and the contract, i to furnish depot accommodaown party friends in Missouri because they work, isn’t the temporary dam at
don’t vote for the right Republican, and likely to become a permanent damn
by fio, with siding tor lb freight tions.
freight, is
are

are

are
I'orrespoililhigly inerea
i'lie f'lyut and ( oolidge eoutest ends, aud the Ink
comes out with a
notoriety heretofore unknown
Women now strain every nerve to
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-tils feet in
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constructed in this country, is conceded ever.
A nexv -tyle of collar haby every disinterested person who lias seen
it. Of the difficulties that have been met with a deep pointed trout.
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financial, together with the future prospects
the road and our city,
another occasion to speak.
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being an economical soul, has converted
has been put 'll exhibition tlii- -ea-oti. was t
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seized liquors into alcohol, instead ol desbe seen at Iordan, Marsh A Co., luring tin earh
troying them. And now the linked States part of this wed,. It xvas walking -nil ot rich
Assessor decides that he must take out a black I.x ons -ilk. The underskirt trimmed with
license as a distiller! And all his stock in
trade is seized. Tims extremes meet
til the suit in equity, the Kennebec and Portland
Railroad Company vs. the Portland and Kennebec
Railroad Company, in which an opinion was gmui
bv the
a few days since, concurred in by a majority
Court iu favor of the defendant, the Portland Press
tiled
ha-been
by
understands that a writ of error
the plaintiff, and the ease will be carried (adore the
United States Supreme Court at Washington for
thud decision.

xvide cross-xvay Homier headed with a lull piitliie
nine.
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A colored pedagogue at Raleigh lias given his
with lace and folds.
scholars a perpetual vacation, having accepted an
A black -ilk morning wrap at this establishment.
appointment to be hanged for rape.at an early day.
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head, but it is hoped not seriously; John
Costigan, Bath, scalp wounds, not seriously:
It.v the burning ol a stable on Mason street. Bos- Hugh S. Tibbets, Bath, tlirce lingers jammed
ton, on Monday sixteen valuable horses perished off, shoulder considerably bruised; Hilbert
in the llames. Some of them were valued at *2000 P. Powers, Bath, scalp wounds and leg
bruised; Column Flaherty, Bath, thigh and
each.
knee badly bruised; James E. Biggs, expromessenger, Bath, scalp wounds, teeth knockLOCAL ITEMS, &c.
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Three now narrow gauge locomotives have been
I'll Phased in Philadelphia for the Maine Central.
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wood, Hon. R. B. Dunn, and G. M. Patten. Esq.,
of the Central Road; J. M. Lunt, Esq., Supt. of
the European and North American Road, and E.
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Appleton, E-p,

Civil Engineer, of Boston. The
train was in charge of Conductor Barrell.
The Belfast party, by invitation of Judge Riee,
tool; seats 1n the Central train, and came to Belfast.
Ii was the Jir-t pa-senger train over the road, and
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The Coroner- Jury at Brunswick u-day. in
the case of the accident that occurred yesterday on the Portland and Kennebec Railroad
between Brunswick and Bath, which was
caused by a defect in a wheel of a flat car,
rendered a verdict that the Androscoggin
Railroad Company, to whom the car belonged,
were to hlatne for allowing such a car to be
used.
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m HR. CliiRKFi’S 8IIRRRV WINK BITTERS,

And take no other. See that the portrait ol Dr. Clarke
j is upon the label of each bottle. No otln-r is genuine.
t hey arepucrly vegetable and will not intoxicate, tlsp
I

Vauelon, Dakota
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ACCIDENT.

iio\\ 1." is tlir itle ol oin* of 1 >a\ id
Harding’s Crossing, on the branch of the
ne\. p h iii
IVrliap' I >a\id lias a pivf. r- il’orlland and Kennebec railroad from BimisimM
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Congress.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

the Tribune, says that the returns from
i\vo prerints of Ited River render certain the
A T
election ot Armstrong. Democratic delegate
Hall,
in Congress, liy about
I'm majority.
Two ECayfordL
Republican candidates were run. Burleigh
WINTER OF 1870 71.
and Spink, and the vote was nearly equally
divided between them. Burleigh announced rpilK I.IOCTl ItK COM Mini. K WOULD announce
i. to subscribers, and the public generally that tlu-y
his intention to contest on account of illegal
hair mail'- arrangements for a course ol 1KN J.KC
the
Hod River it is understood Tl KKS to be delivered at llayford Hallduriug the comvoting. Dp
that John Wentworth is to run for Congress ing winter, as lollows
November 23; Hon. Wm. Parsons,
against C. It. 1 anvell. the Republican iioin
Subject—“Christopher Columbu
hire.
The Democrats will make no nominaK.
P. WiliPri.K,
December
“d;
j
tion.
Subject—“Lon ling and Laboring.”
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imt Di-'trii-t in 1 si;~ tin* Uadical majority
'-iiii the Second
and in the Third I to'.L
lli." **!<*• *t i*»ii yesterday was for Governor and othei
Matnicer'*, eminty oilieers, members of the State
I
'i-!ainit and members ol ( engross. The Pcm'.ti
andidale for Governor was John J Jacob.,
and ilir I *: i«i i d member' Win. K. Stevenson, who
"
e
Deled wo \ e:us ago hy <101 7 majority. The
Radicals, throughout the canvass, have made mitheir ( ongressmen,.
i" ri'.'iman eilwri*. to rcelect
mil i!i- returns mdieate Unit thee have most •dgnally failed. | Ld. Rost.
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Brig James Miller, at Galveston from New York, report- having laid at anchor on the Bahama banks thirtysix hours, dming which time she experienced a furious
hurricane.
.Seii Guiding Star of Stockton, discharging at Havana,
dragged her anchors in the gale ot the loth f Oct, and
caught in those of the Pontoon; on the cutli her anchors
gave away and she was driven on the reefs, and bloke
her bottom. Ktl'orts were being made, -1st, to save the
bottom and about fa),000 leet of lumber.
I.ai N«hki>—At Owl’s Head, Me., ttJii, lrom the yard
ni Lewis Arcy, a line brig of -‘dT tons, named Jennie A
Cheney, owned by parties in Boston, and ('apt. s.
ot Owl's Head, who will command her.
\n■
A
Lllswortli Mth inst., from Jordan's yard, a-chr of
PH tons, nlimed Maid of the Mist. Also, from Grant s
yarn, a schr of 131 tons, named the Storm Petrel. Mr.
lias oil the stocks a schr of 111 tons, nearly ready
Lpi
to launch.

Democrats liavr also elected 1wo< 011from tJie Lir and Third Districts,
ill
and
ontrolliie ne\f Legislature, a\hieh
s
(
•lefts
Senator.
i

yre

■■

SHIP NEWS.

WniTi.i\«;, (k-t. i?'.).
returns

■

*i

In Stockton. Oct. :w, liy Henry S. Staples, Mr. Henry
H. Stevens, of Monroe to Mian Clara Iltidley of Stock
ton.
In Augusta, Wis., Oct. loth, by Kov. Mr. Humphrey,
Mr. George W. Scaminon, ot West Kim Clair, Wis., and
Miss Olivia A. Blodgett, formerly of Morrill, Maine.
MM—MBMMM—
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good lots of Northern and Eastern.
BFANS -We quote choice1 hand-iiicked pea beans at
$2 .52a2 75 per bushel including Western and Eastern ;
common do $2 25.i'2 5o; choice hand-picked medium-5 at
$2 12; common do $1 50; yellow eyes at $2 .7n2 50 per
bushel.
HAY—There is no change to note in cither price orde111aml for hay. and the market rules steady at quotations.
We quote prime Eastern cargo hay at $2‘.ia5() per ton;
choice Northern and Eastern carload at $'2'.ia30 per ton;
interior $lDu2l. Straw $27 per ton.
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PRODUCE MARKET.

Monday, Oct. 51, 10.
BITTER—We quote line fall dairies ot lOal'c per lb
hoiiv lots of summer and fall butter 3,sa-10c; fair logon
I do at 32a35c; cammon do 25a25c; interior l‘.*a22c; bakers'
I l7al.se per It).
KGGS—The market remains firm at 2.5c per dozen for
]

|

;

December

13; John G. Sank.
Subject—“Yankee Land,”

December 30; Kiev. Wm. H. II,
“Adirondacks.”

January 5th; John S. C. Abbott,
“The

Spanish

a

Poem.

Mi'RRAY,

LeUec.

hie bottle ot your exlract ol Cancer
lbk, Si'M'i.i;.'
Plant cured mv lilt le boy ot Scrofula ol fifteen mouths
standing. It l should write all day I could not give a
full idea of his 'tillering'.
We employ. .1 live phy icians
Hi. miivs :ir. all healed and he appears
without relit i.
perfectly well. We think it i- a wonderful cure. >■ veral
of our friends are taking the medicine wit Ii good sucMi;
WM. d. LEWIS.
cess.
'id Town, Sept. 1. i-.
1
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Turcv

mostly V\ estorn, sold
Sheep and Lambs—Receipts
on commission t<* Bl ight.mbutehers. Choice lots a sh-ulo
firmer.

BOSTON
inleiTUpib'd i iea--.ini weather of the
itumii was
aried on Monday l»v a flirt of snow,
; *!!<i\V'd 1 • v a -.aillca-t
a *
wliieii la-led during the
It lean d Ml al night, and we are blessed
"lit i *r * iif
A hea\ v snow
and
unsliinv days.
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Simonton Bros & Co.

A. I). FRENCH

NEW & SPACIOUS STORE

keep constantly

j

and I aricd

CHURCH ST,

on

A
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<

j

B»ltB<’S:*.

SarKsp.-eial

attention is called to tin .’iOliTO\
COg&Hi. with its Patent Steam Ware, an arrangement
which carries all the team and inell from Cooking int
tin' flues ol th. stove and chimney. Also the

and

For lour ye.us 1 have hem, troubled with bleeding
had been most of the time under treatment ol
best physicians, but got no relief. 1 called at the
University Branch, 1 obtained a bottle ot ointment and
it cured me in three days, and I have had no return
.1. II. BAHBAR1CK,
symptoms since.
(lorha.m. Sept, yd, t-r".

pile.',!
our

This may certify that 1 had been suileriiig with the
And at that time it
“Rheumatism" tor live month'.
seized my right hip and leg, down tv) the foot. This
the physicians called “Sciatic.” 1 tried many kinds ot
highly recommended medicines which 1 applied outside,
ami also many kinds which 1 took for tin* blood, Ktill ;
got no relief lor seven months more, all the time doing
my best, with as good advisers as we have in our city,
finally I called at the New York University Branch, and
tin* proprietor said he could help me. So 1 commenced
on his medicine, and in four weeks I thought 1 felt relief
And in eight we. k- 1 was able to leave my cane at home,
and have been well up to this time, three mouths having
DAVID KEAZEK.
passed.
Portland, Aug. -M, l;nU.

laaa.KA uanck

rxoellent, Magee. Progress, Sheridan,
Parlor Coal Stoves, Airtight-;, Premium

(jouii.VM, Me., Aug. 1 -, 1S,T>.
I »r. Staples -Dear Sir:- Without solicitation on the
part ot any person, I, ot my own tree will ami accord
give testimony to the virtue ot your medicine.
J'ilcs and
1 have suHerod extremely with the
Catarrh lor ten years. My memory, sight and hearing
I tell last spring
were lulling lrom the effect ot them.
that 1 must resign my calling.
1 have taken two bottles of the “Pile extract,” two ol
and one bottle of
the “JO.xtract, ot Cancer Plan;.
It has done wonders lor me. I
Catarrh Specific.'
1 led
I
have found a .-lire
am a new man.
though
cur* at last.
Vours Truly,
.JOHN CoLUNS,
Pastor ol the M. F. Church, Oorham, Me.
■

For three years 1 was badly atliieted with Astiinu.
Catarrh, and a leartul consumptive cough. 1 was pi rtectly .aired with the I’niv ersity Medicines in .-ix wccR.-.
I or tic past two mouths l have bi-cu continually <\posed to wet and cold, without the least return of sympCAi'T. A. CLHAVKS
toms of the above diseases.
( ape F.Iiaabelh, Jum :»d, IS70.
1 or lifty years I have been troubled with .Scrofula.
Some lit teen years ago a fearful ulcer broke out on my
leg. Three months ago it had extended from the Ankle
joint n- :trly to the knee. I could not move without
great pain. In this condition l commenced taking the
University Medicine. At tirst it drove out a fearful huIn a few days the humor began to
mor ill over tin.
subside, and the nhvi is now healed and I feel like
I ! 5/MtETIl CH AMBERI.AIN,
new being.
'-s Chestnut Street.
Portland, Aug. ::o.
..

l-’or several months 1 was solely adUeted with Salt
Rheum and Erysipelas, my feet were badly swollen, my
legs and lower part of the body were covered with sores;
the smarting and itching was so intense there was no
rest for me. In this condition, (after employing three
I commenced takphysicians without the least benefit.
tin* Pniversitv Medicines and was cured in four
weeks.
Several of my acquaintances have used the Medicines
l\i>R\ GORDON,
with the same result.
New Gloucester, June l>t, is.",

ing

o

\V. F. GRAY.

Travelling Agent Railway and Emigrant Agency.
Portland, Me., August, W".
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Far excel any of their
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FRENCH S

New

Stove
tit.

j

-gi» f hiircti

Have received

The best assortment in

Ordered, That the said Administratrix give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy ot tbi.-> order to be
pul»lis!i( d throe weeks’ successively in the Republican
Journal, printed ut lieltast, that they may appear at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and tor said
County, on the second Tuesday of November next, at
leu ot the clock before noon, and shew cause, if any
they have, why the same should not be allowed.
ASA TIIURLOUGH, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. T. Field, Register, "wr*

vary from

designs
As

a Trobate Court held at Belfast, within and for the
County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot October,
A. U. 1370.
/ YVROLINT'. B. CLARK, widow of Amasu B. Clark
late of Troy in said County ot Waldo, deceased
V
having presented a petition lor an allowance from tin
personal estate ol .-aid deceased.
Ordered, That the said Caroline, give notice to all person.-. interested by causing a copy of this order t«> be
pub isheil three weeks successively in the Republican
Jou-nal printed at Bellas;, that they may appear at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within ami lor said
County, on the second I'uesdav of November next, at
ten of the clock before noon, and shew cause, it any they
have-, why the prayer of said petition should not be
ASA TiiURLOl.'GH Judge.
granted.
:twi*»
A true copy. Attest—B. T. Field, Register,
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Simonton Bros. & Co.

j You

will liinl

keep I

ami seti

stock,

rates than

be obtained in Boston
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at Reduced Prices. These <roods

they

< (»S

ot'

new

in I In*

ipiently

can
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cheaper than they

Owing to a contemplated change in my bu-im-- location
1 have decided to sell «1 two my pre.-mut stock into the
ol
smallest compass at reduced prices ami regardle

entirely

early

I elsewhere.

AT REDUCED PRICES.

| or PROFIT.
This -dock consists

hoiurht

New York,

AND KITCHEN WARE

present year.
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were

can
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Compi is ug
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can
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per cent
be
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I
mi'
( 1HEAPFST AND BFST PAPER
a
V,.' you hi get tlio l NlO.N 1 ANN I. It, lor on
and •‘ithor of tin* lollli)\vin>r s|di ndtd cnofaviuu's I’Kl
l\v:it»*?eline : Tin* Americiu 1 i»• 11 : I'reaid. nt tir.u.;
l m: ItA.wi.i; is lull ot K\(ion, (Jco. 11. McLelliin.
t r•.
Kieli and ltacv Ski t,
1-1 \ and F VNt’Y Stories, |
(«old and Silver Wat -h
.Ac., o lie rod tor In
ea, .Ac.
Si
A
mien* six cents
eat lists.
Subscribe NOW
IMeaae sav where you -au this notice.
ircc,
owl
Ila-t, Maim
Address, I’NION 1JANN I.H

Ooolc aiul Parlor Siovi-s.
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II
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26.
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9
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many
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Institutes 1870.

'lyintle

pub-

he found in Stock.

tide,
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tiik

the

i

riUlK subscriber herojy gives public notice to all concorned, that she has ln*eti duly appointed and taken
upon herself the trust of Administratrix ot the estate
Lben Whitcomb, late ot Belfast, in the County ot
Waldo, deceased, by giving bond as the law directs; si.
therefor.* requests all persons who are indebted to-aii.
deceased's estate to make immediate payment, ana those
who h ive any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for
1*01,1.Y WHITCOMB.
.‘*\vl
settlement toiler.

is hfrfby oiykn that for

to

can

obliged

At

Notick

please

voice of !:111 and Winter

.4 SI*K€IA I.TV !

anee.

Have paid out hundreds of dol; alt Rheum (or Tetter'.
.January 17; To be announced hereafter.
purpose ot receiving subscriptions to the stock ol
j Meadows and four mill's this side ol Bath.
lars, and been treated by several lirst-class Physicians : the €*«•«►
iiilley llailroatl. hooks will be
Tin■ regular :t o’clock train Irom Brunswick
January23; (probably)—(Jen. James A. Hah
Some four weeks ago I commenced opened on tne twenty-first day ot November next at the
without
benefit.
|
Rattle of Gettysburg.”
At.
the
time
fore
Medicines.
named
the
my
was
of
a baggage car.
places viz;
using
University
j following
composed
| vcstorday
In-ad and head were covered with sores and scaliness of
At Belfast by John C. Robbins ; at Belmont by R. F.
February .'id; Prof. Kowaro S. Morse,
covered
I three platform cars, and two passenger cars,
was
with
I
ulcers.
am
Morrill
at
the
also
Alexander;
skiu;
“How Animals Kat.”
by Warren Cross; at Liberty by
my tongue
in the order in which they are named.
At
today tree from all the above troubles, and can heartily William II. Hunt; at Searsmont by Janies Fuller; ut
Makv
to
the
Mrs.
A.
Livermore,
alllicted.
H;
Oliver
R.
Butler at N\ arreu by (ieorge ^
medicines
these
i Appleton by
recommend
February
Harding s crossing the third platform canvas
“The Reasons Why.”
S. G. MUNSEY, 2; Chestnut St.
! Creighton; at Union by N. K. Burkett; and remain open
thrown from the track liy the breaking of a
successive
lsTO.
Portland, dan, 21,
lor twenty
days trom said twenty-first day ot
February 2s; M. PAt f. 15. Dtr Chaiij.t
NAHUM THURSTON.
I November.
wheel, and after running about three him
Equatorial Africa.’’
-wlf»
isro.
IVr Order.
October ill,
As certain individuals have reported that the above ;
drod feet the train was completely wrecked,
TLCKKTS for the course $2.50. Single tickets 50 cts.
disease
as
bail
as
I
wish
ever,
certificate is false and my
ami Caldwell's Rook Stores.
at
Washburn’s
For
Sale
ear
down
a
the platform
the above certificate, the story
plunging
steep emIn order that this course of Lectures shall be success- to say, as tin* time I gave
bankment, fifteen feet high, dragging with it ful financially, it is necessary that a very large number was not halt told. In addition to the above, my leg and
HOTEL,
I am now well and fell at
sores.
with
hack
was
covered
would
be
l’he
committee
should
sold,
the baggage ear and the first passenger car. of season tickets
Foot of Park on Main Street,
that all Interested in sustain- leastJtwenty years younger than 1 eid before taking the
earnestly
suggest
therefore
and overturning the rear passenger ear. The
IIOCA KiAliS,
ing a course ol Lectures tor this city should provide remidlos.
Huiuo,
! baggage master, George \\ Crawford, was IhemselvtMy advice to the alllicted is to give the medicine a trial
with season tickets at once.
<*. I. 1.1
It cured
Proprietor.
ami not to be deterred by the cry of humbug.
Wm. C. Marsh am..
at the brakes when the ear went down, and
I
of
believe the extracts
1*1111.0 Hkrsky.
me, it has cured many others.
W. K. BICKFORD, Clerk.
was
cancer plant will cure any blind di ease in existcnei
II. P. Thompson.
instantly killed, the platform and bag
Connected with the House is a good Livery Stable,
MUNSEY.
23.
Wm. II. Fouler.
his
blood.
Nine
with
gage being spattered
j where good teams will he furnished at reasonable prices.
.Juno 10, L-:o.
Wm. F. Washburn.
"i her
>|e Agent for BELFAST. I
Cuests ol the House and Stage Passengers conveyed
|»r. RICHARD MOODY
Lewis W. Phnom- ion.
persans were in the baggage ear ('apt
hvl.
Jeil V
E C. McLoon, Bath,
til.
Committee.
J t.» md from tlie y\earner free of charge.
Belfast, Nov. 1, lb70.
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well calculated to
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(morses Valley Railroad.

and the Prices of their uoods
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| Simonton Bros & Co.

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for the
on the second Tuesday ot October,
A. D. 1370.
.1, MelvEKN, Administratrix ot the estate
ot E.thriam Mclveen late of Swanville, in said County ot Waldo, deceased, having presented her first, and
final account ot Administration on said estate tor allow*

Nov.

of

Simnilloil Kros. X ('ll,

a

Lincolnville Centre,
McFarland’s Corner,
Monroe,
Freedom.

previous

lic mind.
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bcll’ast, October I, 1 >•?«>.
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Feathers,

>

Pcleg Staples, Agenf for flu* New York University
Branch ;
1 wo months ago 1 cairn* 1o Portland en rout lor EngDec.
Wintcrport,
land and the British Provinces, 1 was almost past being
able to travel or to attend to business, even to write a
Belfast,
continual
rack
of
from
pain
Will 8.8.Committees pleasemukonecessary exertions
letter, my head was one
('.atarrh of two years standing, which your Catarrh to procurt1 n general i.ttomhmce ol teachers
N. A. 1.1ICK, Co. Supervisor.
ilwtti
Specilies has so thoroughly cured as that I no longer feel
I know of others it has
my pain or take any medicine.
cured, 1 had tried London and Paris surgeons of the
1 am yours,
mo't eminent rank, without avail.
t

l,r;nl. Ij-.-mI

i’niiiji', Cisti-rn l’iini|», Mi.'H

t'iiviiXii- i-m..-,.

County ot Waldo,

At

Style.

Fanny
Carpetings,
Rival,1

RICHMOND roll l UiLi: KANO 1
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that each

o

Dry Goods,
Goods,

Stock, and will be

his former

LOWKMT

La rye

THE UISWI) IHM'I u

Stoves, Furnaces, Ranges, k,
sold at th

a

Factory

large ami carefully selected Stock of New ami Improved

Has been ridded

assortment,

Price, Quality

use us a

Stove Store & Tin Ware

hand

on

customer cannot tail to he suited in

Formerly occupied by Nathan Whitten as a Carriage
ShopD which he lias had lilted lip expressly for his

SnIniKTitvil

Trobate Court hold at BelLi-t,, within and tor the
on the wcond I’uesdav ol October,
A. 1). 1370.
I Ifl 1.1.1 AM l RE A 1. Executor of the estate ot Jonathan t reat late of Franklort, in said County ot
>
Waldo, deceased, having presented his lirst account ol
Executorship lor allowenoe.
Ordered, That the said Executor give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy ot this order t- be
published three weeks successively in the Republican
.Journal, printed at Belfast,that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at. Belfast,within and tor said f 'ounty, on the second 'I'uesdav of November next, at ten of
the clock before noon, and shew cause, it any they have,
whs the nme should not be allowed.
AS V TIIURLOUGH,.Judge.
»wi
A true copy. Attest—B. T. Field, Register.

quali-

!Wit.

»

Would respectfully inform his friends ami the public
that hi has removed Ids mock of Move**. Tin
Ware* anil 1'ouU, iornu rly in HaradenV block,
to the

:‘.wl7.

a

tind all

tin

Hew Store—Hew ilooils!

PROBATE NOTICES.

At

is

Simon ton Siros. A To.

j

n :e mo v a li

The Bun-ill Trunk. Can’t he Beat!
Custom House Square

At a Trobate Court hold at Belfast, within and for the
County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol October
A. I > lv(>,
IITM. S. FULLER. Guardian of l:.w « M. ff.ml.n.
minor lair ot George Ranlett latent l mty, in
sail! County of Waldo, deceased, having presented his
first account of Guardianship lbr allowance.
Ordered, That the said Guardian give nolice to all porous interested by causing a copy ot this order to be pub
lished three weeks successively in the RepublicanJournal
printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Trobate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within anil tor said Count
oil the second Tuesday of November nexi, at ten oi the
clock, before noon, and hew cause, if any they have,
why the same should not he allowed.
ASA TllLKLiH Gil, .Judge.
Jwi
B. T. Field. Register.
A true copy. Attest

if

as

can

A

Utysipilas,

•'

M.. IT,aching by tic Ha-tor. al
Seal
lb M.

BKAN1),

WM. E. HOOPER & SONS.

I, K T K 1) !

Remember the place, No.
Progressive Aire Building.
Belfast, Nov.‘l, ls70.
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i'ersons afllicted with disease will please call or send
get a book tree' wherein they will iiinl their diseasexplained, and necessary remedies.
Add res
PELEU STAPLES,
'.’5o Congress St., Portland, Me.

and

1

lc i at !n 1 -v A.

success.

in
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TWINES &
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or the le.i.-t
xposure.
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SPERMATORRHOEA the greatest destroyer of huand Children’s BOOTSof
MDBEH.
t
on
lie
laee
ot
tpetilobe. llutv many bewail the
manity
all Styles. llOl ** 8*001*3. that will keep the leet
loss oi precious vitality without havingthe slightest idea
Mia's thick and (ILF IftOOTN, of our own
dry.
ol the. cause, their manhood is daily v anishing and they
manufacture.
are gliding into a state of hopeless decay.
1 have treat3oIe
1 piM*r Leather, Calf KkiaN,
ed over live hundred eases of this malady within six
Also Irunks
Leather, anil Kline fr'imlin;;**
months with the University Medicines with perfect sueliianufaetured hy W. I*. Ihirrill. in this city.
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treat' d with

Durability,
Call for

HERSEY & WOODWARD.
hnosll
itellast, Sept, Itt, lsro.

of

FEMALE DISEASES

commend them.

Agents for the Celebrated

which is taking the lead of all shuttle Machines
the Market, tor family and general work.

nothing whatever that the Married or Single, ot
Either Sex, can either require or wish to know, but

Having treated over two hundred cases within the last
three months i con.-ider it sale to warrant a permanent
cure to 05 cases out ot every one hundred, without cau-

also

Favorite

books, postage paid.
These are, beyond all comparison, the most extraordiThere Is
nary works on Physiology ever published.
what ii

ami all the Fashionable erifies

WEED FAMILY

Congress

versity Medicines,

..

.1.

are

eryboili.

Fluttered by tlie reception ot, and great demand for,
the above valuable and timely treatises, and also to meet
a great need of the present age, the author has just published a now book, treating exclusively >t NERVOUS
AND MENTAL DISEASES. 150 pp. cloth. Price 50
cents, or sent free on receipt of $:i lor the other two

t ir k

1

on

I

We

B»i’.!.!•;«- STAPI.I!*,

■

n

A IBook for Ei

Medicines

Congress

■

in

e

The New York University Branch.

■ ■

>o

University

-^Have just received the largest and best assortment ot
CLOTHS and CLOTHINO ever offered in this market.
1 he latest Styles and novelties in Cent’s Funnelling
(Joods always on hand.
This Stock will he ottered at lower prices than can be
found elsewhere,and goods warranted.
Custom Work and Cutting done promptly and warranted to lit,

and many matters ot the most
are introduced to
which no allusion even can bo found in any other woiks
in our language. All the New Discoveries of the author, v/hose experience is such as probably never before
fell to the lot of any man, are given in lull. No person
should be without these valuable books.
V a ,uarle Books.-—Wc have received the valuable
medical works published by the Peabody Medical InstiThese books are ot actual merit, and should tind
tute.
a place in every intelligent family. They are not the
cheap jrder oi abominable trash, published by irresponsible parties, and purchased to gratify coarse tastes, but
are written by a responsible professional gentleman ot
eminence, as a source of instruction on vital matters,
concerning which lamentable ignorance exists. 'The important subjects presented are treated with delicacy,
ability, and cure, and, as an appendix, many useful prescriptions for prevailing complaints are added.”— Coos
Republican, Lancaster, N. H.
“The author ot these books is one of the most learned
and popular physicians ot the day, and is entitled to the
ot our race for these invaluable productions.
gratitude
-WO
Hall.
St., under
It seems to be his aim to induce men and women to
avoid the cause of those diseases to which they are subject, and he tells them just how ami when to do it.”th- Malt.
ATnini amt X-:tt> /.trimSi- Chronicle, Far mi nylon, Maine, Sept, 7, 1860.
N. B.—Avoid those foreign and native quacks who are
te it Ii.
as lawless as they are ignorant, who under high jouuJ
ing titles, have stolen the substance ot the chapters of
Agents wanted in every town in the State,
tluse works, and in some instances the titles ot the
and advertise them as their own.
it has been about seven months since the University books,
Either book sent by mail on receipt of price,
Medicine was introduced into this State. NotwithstandAddress the PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, or
ing Uie strong opposition from the profession and their Dr. W. II. PARKER, No. 4 BulHuch Street, Boston.
particular friends, the sales have increased irom nothing
Or. Parker may be consulted in strictest confidence on
until they have readied $500 worth per day.
In violarlk
all diseases requiring skill and experience.
Hundreds ot eertilicates can be produced if necessary
m:. ukcy and Certain Relief.
lyri:
of eases cured in Portland and vieinit> Many who were
considered incurable are now enjoying perfect health.
the
mother
ot
Scrofula,
CATARRH
Consumption)
Salt Rheum, and many other diseases hitherto consider
ed incurable, readily yield under treatment of the Uni-

1

The sale ot

ni

patent me dieines, hut tin- favorite prescriptions
>f the New York Medical University, an incorporated
nstitution of tin* State, and tin prepared in consonance
witli the views of a number of distinguished living
Ymerioau praet it ioners, who believe that time is conic
when educated physicians should arise and make a decisive etl'ort to overthrow the health-destroying system
quackery prevailing in every town and city, and subdilute scientific, responsible remedies—made in aecorlancc with the principles ot Medical Chemistry—in
dace of the worthless or dangerous patent medicines,
looding the country. Those elegant specifics are prepared by a newly discovered chemical process, by which
they acquire a reliability, cllicaev ami mastery power
iiitherto unknown to medicine. \\ e are daily receiving
otters from every part ol the country, from patients
iud physicians, recording tie* most astounding cures
[)oriormcd by these remedies, Mauy of these cases had
been considered beyond power of cure. There nev er has
been a success like* this system of medicines. THU
1 N1YERSITY MEDICINES are to day sweeping the
country Irom Maine to Mexico, becoming the leading
Health Restoratives, and 'upidly superseding the old
poisons, nostrums, and nauseous drugs, and their sale
I hey are now regularly preis becoming enormous.
scribed by more than lf»0u physicians.
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Cattle
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ire not
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ln-!d at the Lecture Hoorn of the Haptist
hinvh. till further not ire. as follow*—"sabbath
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Bazar,

s

tiotfey's Books.

54 Main Street,

Man.

A IBook for every Woman.
Entitled SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY OF WOMAN, AND
1IER DISEASES; or, Woman treated of PiiysioIni an. y
logically and Pathologically, from
to Old Age, with elegant Illfstkative Engrav::.vi pages, bound in beautiful French cloth.
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ami passenger car from the Maine Central was met. somebody should have known it.
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mystery which still enshrouds that dreadful crime. He fairly broke
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to unravel the
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Hartford, Conn. Cash Assets,
$1,500,000. Grants ItlFE and MDOW*
MEUT1’ Policies of all approved forms.
Ample security, low rates. Also insures
against ACCIDENTS causing death or
Policies written by the
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Memphis exchange. It may he suggestive
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The
tive to many newspaper publishers.
.edit.
Avalanche says:
Yu inn love begun freezing and froze,
“By some unaccountable misapprehension
-k t i.-asinc. and cruelly tuze
l wished in be squeezing and squoze. of facts there is a large class of people in the
world who .think that.it costs little or nothing
-hi- • r:.-d wii.-ii sin threatened to leave
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deceive me, as von have deceit?”
d. •*! promised lo cleave, and Eve
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GREAT
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DETECTIVE.

>VILL BE FORFEITED BY Dr. L. DIX
failing to cure in less time than auy
t!pOV^v>if
other physician, more effectually and permanently, with
less restraint from occupation or less exposure to all
weather, with safe
pleasant medicines.
SELF-ABUSE ND SOLITARY HABITS,
Their effects and consequences;
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS,
Incident to Married and Single Ladies
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Mercurial Affections; Eruptions and all diseases of the
Skin; Ulcers of the Nose, Throat and body; Pimples on
the Face; Swelling of the Joints; Nervousness; Constitutional and other Weaknesses in youth and the more advanced, at all ages, of
BOTH SEXES, SINGLE OR MARRIED.
nil. L. IHV'S
PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE,
41 Endlcott itreet, Boston, 111 a**.
is so arranged that patients never see or hear each other
Recollect, the only entrance to his office is UTo. 581. hav
ing no connection with his residence, consequently no
family interruption, so that on no account cun any person
hesitate applying at his office.
DR. DIX
asserts, (and it cannot be contradicted, except by
boldly
who
will
quacks,
say or do anything, even perjure them

selves,
IS

to

impose upon patients,)

THE

that he
REGULAR GRADUATE PHYSICIAN
ADVERTISING IN BOSTON.

ONLY

TWENTY YEARS
t
treatment of Special Diseases, a fact so we!
known to many Citizens, Publishers, Merchants, llote
Proprietors, &c., that he is much recommended, and par-

engaged

in

ticularly

to

STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.
avoid and escape imposition ot loreign and native
quacks, more numerous in Boston than in other iar«e

cities,

WORKS

DR. DIX

UNITED

proudly refers

to Professors and respectable Physicians—
many of whom consult him in critical cases, because of
his acknowledged skill and reputation, attained
through

the [newsboy,’when too .far [from the
office to come and beg one, they are regular
patrons and entitled to unlimited favors. Mon
call every day at'the.newspaper.offices to

—

MAIDEN

1SOTII

■

237 Washington St. New York.

233 235

50 Cents to $5 per Evening, at Home!

JOOK

.-

■

ie-warj

nownot

Wholesale Rooms. 13 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK,
And GILES, BROTHER & CO., 142 Lako Stroot, Chicago, 111.

remedy, he relies upon Mercury, and gives it
patients, in Pills, Drops, &e., so the Nostrummaker, equally ignorant, adds to his so-called Extracts,
Specific, Antidote, &e., both relying upon its effects in
curing a few in a hundred, it is trumpeted in various
ways throughout the land; but, alas I nothing is said of
the balance, some of whom die, others grow worse and
are left to linger and sutler for months or years, until relieved or cured, if posssible, by competent physicians.
BUT ALL QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT.
Notwithstanding the foregoing facts ure known to
some Quack doctors and nostrum-makers, yet, regardless

HON. L. E. CHITTENDEN’S Certificate.

no other
to all his

No. 10S0, Stem Winiter—hearni;' Tnuli'-M.irk.
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in llm mt in: lint'.
been earrital t»\ mn from 1 ...
l^us, in .1 mtarv 171 It, 1S70; it lot.al variation beinji only /"■>
1
K. t urn knih-.n, Lite lb ni-ari l
New York, jam 17, 1S70.
Trea-i
In?*).
N. Y. Feb. ll,
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Watch < •., lias b.a n <•urrb .1 by no- i \ month
Watch No. 1141—bearing Trade-Mark, “Frederic
< ii
LV.17
Trade-Mark,
Fayette
WaI
No.
bearing
talvaiiiti.n tnin meantime being onl> eighth,
Atherton &Co.,’’ manufactured by the l S. Watch Co.
I
S. Watch
lias been carried by me seven months; its total variation Stratton, Marion, N. .1.' manufactured by
ja r month. II »vo been travelling through ililT'er. a
me lg months; its total variations of the country, from New York to liahaston.
lrom mean time bei ig only six seconds. A. F. DEN N IS, Co., lias been carried try
tion tn>m mean time being titteen seconds.
as, and hack, hy rteamer and railroad.
President N. .). It. It. .Sc T. Co.
F. Kl<
1. \ KOo.M AN, engineer N. Y. C. A II. If. K.
of Whitney & Kiev, 17'J Broadway, \
Watc h No, 1125, Stem Winde r -bearingTrade-Mark,
Trade-Mark,
it No. lor stem Windi-r
Wat
bearing
Frederic Atherton &Co., Marion, N.J.,’’manufactured
Sr via uv I iiu., Feb. M, 1*..
manufacturV
Frederic Alin rton N Co., Marion,
J.,
by United States Watch Co., has been carried by me
U \i« ii
No. 117*' hearing Trade-Mark,
I i•.
Co
has been carried by tin since
14 months ; 0 months ol that time at sea, and in all the ed by I S Watch
Atherton A
.... .Marion, N.
manufactured bv t
its total variation from mean time being onvarious climates o! Europe. During that time and since .June. ]-ii.
(
"
b
In
it.
been carried by me the three moult
SMITH
lih.NKN
uds
month.
live
mu.
ly
per
my return it has not varied one second per week.
iM total
ariafion from m an time being only
iov<.i
l rea-. I'anama If. lf.,ss Wall St re- t.
II. FASSINtr, Manager Knickerbocker File Insurl
S. during that line LI. *1. I A NCI engineer 1* .v F. I.
Wat< if No. F.'ol
bearing Trad- Mark,
ance Co., 1(> 1 Broadway, N. V.
i• u
M
No. it’
manulacture.t by l nitid
l i.ii
Watch Co., Marion, N. .1
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me live monthAtherton \
Marion, N.
manulactured by t
Watch No. 105^, Stem Winder bearing 4 Tade-M.irk, Stat«-s Watch <’o., has been earned by
Wateh <o..ha> been carried b\ me eleven montie*
from mean time being only t web.
variation
it
total
“Frederic Atherton .Sc Co., Marion, N.J.,' manutaetiu
<IF.<>. I,ON IS, Ceneral 1,astern Fasseiiger j total vai iaiini. troin on an tine being only m-\ n
ed by F. S. Watzh Co., ha-< been carried by nn wenty seconds.
in tie entire time.
A. II. Iv I Mi,
Wabash \ NYesteru Kailuay.
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months; its total variation from mean time tu iug five Agent, 'Toldo,
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IF IF
C. HERVEY, Watchmaker and Jeweller, BELFAST
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DR. DIX’S

charge8 are very moderate. Communications sacredly
confidential, ami all may rely on him with the strictest
secrecy and confidence, whatever may be the disease, condition or situation of any one, married or single.
Medicines sent by Mall and Express to all parts ot t u
United States,
All letters requiring advice fuust contain one dollar to

■

FOR STOCK

COOKING

Men's Furnishing Goods.
WE

■

THE LADIES.

by

THE EXCELSIOR

Phthisic!

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

I.KWIS’

Kndicott St. Boston, Mass.
—or

DR.

L, DIX
Medical or
at his Rooms, 21 Kndicott St..
Surgical adviser,
Boston, Mass., which they will find arranged lor their
—

The celebrated

NEW

a

special accommodation.
DR. DIX having devoted over twenty years to this
particular branch of the treatment of all diseases peculiar

Oltire \o.G t

it is

iVilliant tili'ert.

applied

Quickest anil Easiest Rente to Boston!

Through by

Railroad,

—STEAMER-

•*

The London Street! Glove,

■

•••

■

probable

li

suspected

power in ibis respect

de
:

!,i"l

Favorably

was re-

.|ii:ilili<‘$ :is a detective was
physiognomy and his power

Money

The writer, a month
i:lio( the Superintendent, was
I’.diee lleadipiartors, when an

ushered into
"p-i'.itor
oi
room, iii custody of an officer.
"'ked :it him a moment, and said:
The man said “Yes.”
name is
; -.-en you for twelve
years; where
n■•'■li
to f"
The man replied, “1
Mate prison for live years, and
1
f. ■! ni until a week ago.”
“Yon
■■
:
leave the city,” said Jourdan;

And purchasers must insist
if they do not wish to have
forced upon them.

Cannot Buy It!

SIGHT IS

FOR

HUH'GLOSS'!

i

■

:

Sing-Sing
■

Th.

man

on

left the

night you
lightning excity the following
the

lay

MANUFACTURED

story may he considered a fair pcntlthat of the Jacobite, Mr. Radcliffe,
> thirty-one years after his
escape from
Tower, in 171.*, was recognized by the
who had shaved him while in prison
at that time.
Jourdan remained in command of the
'h TYeciiiei as its Captain uulil
April 11,
when Kennedy tendered his
resignation
v
of
iintcndent
Police,
and
i|M
Captain
1
in v i<
appointed in his place. He
"
-w..rn into office on April 10, 1870.
! 1,1 his accession to the office of Superin:
it Mr
Jourdan gave an unremitting
ii: si to the onerous duties
devolving upii
an attention so
unremitting that it
11
ised a fatal intlucnce upon his
11
it vo. bleed several
much-needed
1,1 ' aimed to
•'
bring the discipline
etli ieney <>t the department
up to the
1

i-

t

v

■

possible standard. His constitution,
■bongfa naturally strong, was speedily under*•
••! by the harrassing duties ot his
post,
1
•

J

*

Which

ItV

E. SPENCER & CO., N.

cure it.
NEWELL

Ju3t

GOOD AGENTS WANTED

PERFECT,

Natural, Artificial help to the human eye ever known.
They are ground under their own supervision, from
minute Crystal Pebbles, melted together, and derive their
name, “Diamond,” on account of their hardness and

brilliancy.

The Scientific
On which they

Principle

constructed brings the core or centre
of the lens directly in front of the eye, producing a dead
and distinct vision, as in the natural, healthy sight, ami
all unpleasant sensations, such as
glimmerd
ing and wavering of fright, dizziness, &c., peculiar to all
others in use.
are

preventing
They

are

frames of

Mounted in the Finest Manner,
the best quality, of all materials used for
that purpose.

on

the radical

■

radically.
WTliis

be,

supplied

Pedlers,

any

price.

lyrli)

HTK ITlKlt

’AM J> J vI JL K1K,
Capt.
.JOHNSON,
STKAMKll KATAIIDIN,
.1. 1*.

and

Capt. If. 8. UU'II, will make three trips per week
Leaving Belfast every MONDAl ami WKUN FS DAY
and FRIDAY, at 1 o’clock 1*. M.
Returning—leaves Boston every MON I) A Y.WKDNKSDAY and FRIDA Y, at 5 o'clock 1*. M.
Freight taken
at. Summer rates. All f reight must lie
accompanied hy
Steamers Receipts.
CFO. (i. WF.LLS, Agent.
June 20, is;o.
tt ts

PROPELLOR LINE.
ALL I A 1ST

every sufferer, no matter what his concure himself
cheaply, privately, and

may

Lecture should be in flic hands of every youth
every man in the land.
under
Sent,
seal, in a plain envelope, to uny address,
postpaid on receipt of six cenls, or two post stamps.
Also, Ur. Culverwell’s “Marriage tjuiile,” price 25
cenls.

Address the Publishers,
CHAS. J. C. KLINE & CO.,
]»«■„ York, Post Ollice Itox
Iyr8

I*« How rr,.

<

1

K

I.iOWfS & SON, Agents.
tf:W

For ML Desert & Machias.

ANTEJ)
Agent

!

in every town in

Gold Medal

Maine to sell the

Sewing

Machine !

8. A. BLACK, A CO., Cen'1

Agents,

For State
Belfast, Me,,

Perfected

Spectacles

.‘iniosH

m.

TRUNKS!

TRUNKS!!

\ i

<

i4

HAS.

OKI'll

'K, || ay I

>

\ i»

1 ’AMI I

l

:ill

Varieties and
in

mi.

cm

Styles,

of

BKLFAST, the west side

ot lMienlx Bow, over Black’s
Straw Factory.
These Trunks are ottered to the public at wholesale or
retail, and as cheap as they can be purchased in Boston.
They are warranted to suit. Trunks and Valises made
to order.

It EI* A IIII NCm HONE.

BUBBII.I., & CO.
tit

!

DKKK1NU, Master.

of

Maine.

HOTEL,

Foot of Park on Main Street,
...
LYIDE, Proprietor.

BICKFORD,

Clerk.
good Livery Stable

Connected with the House is a
where good teams will be furnished at reasonable
prices!
Guests of the House and Stage Passengers
conveyed
to and from the Steamers free of
•■'ml >*
charge.

Worm

Skin,

in Children.

i>

Savings

nil:

“A penny saved

i iaii;
is a

j

Bank
hkposi

penny earned
>

1

i i: I; I M \ N.
till

>

j

BELFAST.

|

J. C. ROBBINS informs t*is friends and
III* public that lie lias leased the above well
known establishment, where hi- oilers miertaiuuieut to t in- travelling public.
He will thorough renovate the house, make
improvements and every way conform to moder n n. ds.
the table will be
with all the delicacies that
can be procured,and -pedal attention given to order and
neatness in the sleeping apartments.
All the stages leaving the city take (loir departure
from thi
house. Coaches run regularly to the boat.
and guests conveyed to an\ part ot the city or country.
till
Jleliast, May 10, bsTO.

GET THE BEST.
Ilutir* IruiMHim- lfi.kir l»yr. long am) r.<
thly know n to tin' put>:;e, -land- p«. l« ->a and unriv a.,
If i tin- be-d •, n i •• kt-:, die: ip -t. the most natural, dm
ihle, harmlr-- and eilectus! Han' l»yeinthc world. Ii
•olors hitir 01 whi ker- brown or black iustuntiim oniml giv
1 li< m a j" id. •! Iv natural appearance, and 1ittended •.villi mi'- injtirioii
eltect. (tegular puck at'
.vitll hriHll and sponge
«.»:*». 1
only * ! ."
"tup!
;ooi>\vin «s
■

supplied

.1..

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral.
For Diseases of the Throat ami l.uug
such as Coughs, Colds, Whoopum.

Cough, Bronchitis, Asthma,
uiul Consumption.

__

PILL,

Appetite,

nV, si,
of'

sent*

F O It

AX. R. COOPER

the

m

V

11 end

»SI I
or Im lore tie- 1st ot any m
made
'•si l be pi Tid upon litrn t every mouth,
\<
u AI.iy and Nc\»mher and intin >t computed upon t'
-.11:i••
ii turn and l>< e, mb*
1 l >-i:
n-e.-iv-d duly
fin bunking Uoom, ft,
1
A
M
and .* I >1 I I'. M
.watunlays from 9to 1 A M
MHIN 11. tildMUV, I n
\SA l Al N( 1.. 1 1,
11:
Ueliast, duly 1 l.s.'o,

AMERICAN HOUSE

Agent.

&

W. K.

11

THUMHLS
Iii

enter \,

oils

ni'.l1'

GOLDEN

leave

COOPER,
where he will keep constantly on hand a good assortment of Lumber, Cement, Lime, Nanil anil
Hair, also Corn, Flour and Groceries.
Thankful for past favors he respectfully solicits a con-

A.

il.

Xcn

,V

Belfast

;

<

D.

• V.

aclie, Pimples

.now

ei |M>ol
ill \. mi
Emiaiiig
Simpson’s W'Mart, !•«dla-i Mr il, el:, *p by tin

1

;i

lyi

i|

cargo ot 8,»*

10,

Sick

i; I > l;l.( >CK

Infallible in correcting irregularities, and
removing obstructions ot the monthly periods.
It is over lortv
years since these now so well known pills were first
brought to notice by Hr. Dupouco, ot Paris, during
which time they have been extensively and sueeessiu Il v
used by some ot the leading physicians, with
unparaJh 1ed success. Ladie-. in poor health, either married ui
single, suffering from any ot the Complaints peculiar in
Females, will liud the Dupouco Holden Pills invaluabl,
viz,, Heneral Debility, Headache, Faintness, I.ov-, ot
Mental Depression, Pain in the Hack ami
Iambs, Pain in the Loins, Hearing-down Pains, Palpita
tion of the Heart, Retained, Fxcessive, Irregular or
Paintul Menstruation, Kush of Kloodto Head, Di//.ine.1 .tininess of Sight, Fatigue on any slight exertion, and
particularly that most annoying, weakening allnn
common among Females, both married and
single the
I.eueorrlm-a or Whites. Females in every
life
period
will find Duponco'a Pills a remedy to aid nature in the
discharge ot its functions. They invigorate the debilitut
e l and
delicate, and by regulating ami strengthening tie
system, prepares the youthful constitution for the duties
«»l hie, and when taken by those in middle lib,,i,|
age they prove a perfect blessing. There Is nothin" in
the pills that can do injuiy to life or health. Sale in
tin ir operation, perpetual in their
happy influences upon
the Nerves, the Mind and the entire organization.
«. 1>. HOWE, l*ro|iri4>tor, !%’. l
AH\ All I.ITTLKKIKLD, Hoston,
| states.
Agent,
L i.lies by enclosing *1 by mail will have the Pills
confidentially to any address.
i.mos f
WH O Ml A 1,1. IIHICiClINTM.

Belfast, April 20, 1S70,

COOPER is still at the old stand of

LYNDE

\

Belfast, Maine.

at

hn

1 V

your Jfriifiyi-1 o-r .•/, and I' hr ha. m t
‘trill ordir if for yon.
Manufactured liy the Franklin Medical
No. :■ Winter SI., Poston, Mass.
I Itis A "social ion arc aho Proprietors and Manutfl n
nrs cd l»r. Fo -tcr’s jnsth cclcl.rated ( -itarrli Kent, w

IT l MS,

*IKn

For further information inquire of
ROSS & STUDIYANT, 170 Commercial St.
or, CYRUS STUDIVANT, Gcn’l
44tt

same.

>

:i

SlUMliS; 1

^Chilblains,

y;>

Have commenced the Manufacture ol

Returning will leave Machiasport every Monday and
Thursday Alorning at 5 o’clock, touching at the above
named landings; arriving In Portland same night.

tinuance of the

<♦*
o

they

1

Probable !'• VCI liet’O'e in tile whole In-toi v
medicine ill HIV thing won O Widely and, >0.1,, 1
upon the confidence of mankind. a> tin-eve, ii,
!■ niedv fm pulmonary eoniplainlThrough.1 t
lies »d years, and among moat of the m>a
ii rn higher and higher ill then e la 1
mm ii In
tmn,a- it lias heroine belter known. Its uuin
diameter and power to erne the v arious alte- ii
of the lung ami throat. have made it know 11 a
V\ bile adapted
liable protei lor again, t them.
milder forms of di.sea e and to young eliildu n, n
.tine
time
the
mod
effectual
at the
remedy that m
be given 1 <»r incipient consumption. and the
ot
11111.*
lions
the
throat
and
Api,
gei ous atle*
vision again-l sudden atta* k- .»f < Unty, it
be kept on hand in every family, am! indeed
are sometime-;
object t<» rojds and « mi.
Imidd be provided \v dh tlii antidote f, n ■'li«
Although settled ( oasumytaat 1 tlmugl1 u
curable, -till great uuiuIm 1 id ea < w here 1,,,
»
ca-e si'emed settled, have been emuph tely .1
and the patient restored to -ouml health" I
th.
Cherry Certoral. So complete is it, m.i-i,,v
over the di-orders of the Lungs and Throat, that
the most obstinate of them yield t<» it. \\ In u n„i
ing else eould reach them, under the 1 la ry /’.
torn! they subside and di appear.
Stayers and Cat lie S yea leers find great p
tectiou from it.
Asthma is always relieved and often wlmll;.
cured by it.
liroaehitis is generally cured by taking
( fa ery l'eetoral in small and l’re«|Ueut do-e-.
!
So generally are it
virtues known that we m
not publish the certificates of them here, 01 do in
are 1,,
than assure the public, that Us qualitn
maintained.
■

Conesport.

HALLS

1

or

1 ll l'OM'(I S

ltailroail Wharf.
State street, Portland, every I uesday and Friday
evenings at 10 o’clock, or on arrival of Express train
from Boston, for Machiasport; touching at Rockland
Jastine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Alt. Desert, Millbrid<*o and

M.

P-1

e

BURRILL & CO..

loot of

"jyj

r, is s o

dollar,

on-

!)

Colic, Cramps,
Kites mill Stines,

fe/)
Pt

A Caul to tho Ladies.'
WM. P

V.

g

cnrxsHi.u-:/; ,t att<>uxi\ at i .hi

A First Class Investment.

attention ot persons making investment ol
money is called to the above very desirable securit)
The Bonds run lor twenty years, at six per cent, inter
est in gold, and are secured upon the roadbed ot tin
corporation, which costs nearly nine hundred thou-and
dollars. I he whole amount ol these bonds to be issued
is limited to one hundred and titty thousand dollars,
each bond bearing a certilieale oi one ot tin trusteethat it is a portion ol the said limited amount.
The money markets of the world do not pre-ent a
better or Hater securit y.
These bonds are now ottered for sale on liberal terms.
W. T. CUblil'KN, Treasurer.
Apply to
Belfast June 1. ls.o,
trtt

I’"'-

a,

Salt for Sale.

rpill'l
1.

ami Instant Relict

Sure Cun;

»

ami EYE GLASSES.

LEWISTON,
(
W1I.I.

A

HEALTH

DOW, Physician and Surgeon, No. 7 Kndieott
street, Dostum is consulted daily foi alldisea.se- inehhn!
to tile feinaht system,
i'nil.ipsti I'|cri or i-aIIing ol Uo
Womb, Kluoi Aline-, Suppression, and otlie .Min-inm
j Derangements, are all routed on new pathological
principles, und Bpeedy r*diet guaranteed in a very tow
days. So invariably certain is the-new mod, ot treat
meiit, that most obstinate complaints yield undei it.
and tiie alllicted person soon rejoices in pertect health.
Dr. Dow lias no doubt had greater experience in tin
I
cure ot diseases ot women than any other physician in

WFor Half at OAl.ViN IIKKVKY’S, As.’iit. I!i-lfa«t.
tfl5
JAMKS K.U KK Y, Jewtier, ISucksporl.

\V. r.

AKK.\.V<;l.MI N I

Belfast. Feb. 1(5 1870.
An

OK I. i ; I» it A '1' K l>

t

R.\ I I ,R(

Cupt. T. It. SHUTK,
Will commence lier regular trips between Bangor and
Boston, leaving Battery whart Boston, Till ItSDAV
APRIL?, 1870,touching at Belfast, Sandy Point, Bucksport, Winterport and Bangor. Freight and passengers

NTK t

T I O *

Dli.

];
1

IjAj^A It IS & MO RIMS’

MTG.inHIIII*

SUMMKIt

«»k<•**.

I*ine

Spring Arrangements for 1870.

taken at reasonable rates.
S. S.
Belfast, April 6 1870,

H

TO FEMALES IN DELICATE

subscriber
Deltas l. May

BOSTON & LOWELL.
<

i

the l nited Slates.
N.P.
All letters must contain
will not he answered.
e
(Mlit
hours from s a. m, to
r. \i
Poston, July :•*>, I-?<>.

>\s

and

f

I

V

a new edition ol I»r.
Celebrated Esau,
(without medicine) of

Spkumatokkiuea, or Seminal Weakness,
Involuntary .Seminal Losses, Impotkncy, Mental and
Physical incapacity, Impediments to Marriage, etc also, Consumption, Epilepsy, and Fits, induced' by
self-indulgence or sexual extravagance.
On ‘Price, in a sealed envelope, only 0 cenls.
The celebrated author, in this admirable
essay, clearly
demonstrates trom a thirty years’ successful practice
that the alarming consequences of sell-abuse
may be
radically cured without the dangerous use of internal
medicine or the application of the knile;
pointing out a
modi’ ol cure at once simple, certain, and
effectual, by
means of which
dition may

UnfaiirHj Eve Preservers.

Passengers

cure

THEIR FINISH AND DURABILITY

CANNOT BE SURPASSED.
under the advice of his friends he tenderCAUTION.—None genuine unless bearing their trade
•
1 bis resignation some time ago.
TheCom- mark
<> stamped on every frame.
."loners, however, refused to accept it,
sd lie was granted a leave of absence. The
ISAAC ALLARD,'
t ri ilde Nathan murder occurred just at this
Jeweler
and Optician, is Sole Agent for
line, and superintendent Jourdan,
declining
BEIFA8T, Maine.
to avail .himself of his release,
devoted all
From whom they can only be obtained. These
■
goods
cnergie night and day to the work of are not
to
at

on

Independent

l*ro|»ri«>(or.

Ilclhitl, 71

Pourding accomtn nlations lor patient.- who may wish
.-tay in Poston a lew days under his tr< atment.
Dr. Dow, since ISln, having coulined liis whole atten
lion to an otlice pracl ic>- tor the cure ot Priv ii> Diseases
and l'Vmale (Complaints, acknowledges no Rwp rior in

Lost, How Restored TWO TRIPS PER WEEK.

published,

Culver,,Vila

are now

MOST

VVEAKXEMM, how to treat, and
Pamphlet sent tree. Address Du. II. C.
fit CO., Hartford, Conn.

Manhood: How

Y.,

offered to the public, arc pronounced by
all the celebrated Opticians ot the World to be the

In

simple

SEMINAL

THE DIAMOND GLASSES,

Monday, Wednesday

SANFOltl

Py Mail $ l.(>0.

S.KW IM.

tf&O

In order to avail themselves ot

means ot self-cure, wfdch he will send free to
his fellow-sufferers. Address J. If.
TUTTLE, 7S Nassau
st. New York.

tatsts**'1’'

to-morrow

and Friday
the arrival of the Express
from Boston.
Leaving Belfast on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday mornings at 0 o’clock.
will he ticketed through to Boston and all
intermediate stations, arriving tin* same evening.
The Richmond is one ot the strongest and safest boats
ever built, ol remarkable speed, clean and comfortable.
Passengers are assured that every pains will hr taken to
insure their comfort and safety.
Belfast, April 27, lS.'o.
tf42
Portland every

o’clock,!'. M.,or

IttK.OIt & HOSTON.

WHITES or CECCOltllHtEA requires tor
its cure Hunter’* (Jterine Mtrcugihoner.
Price refunded if it tails.
It. will greatly benefit the
most aggravated cases.
Sent, carefully packed, post
paid, to any address by mailing $1.25 to us at our risk.
GEO. T1ILJM & CO., 402 Broome Street, New York;
also for sale by first-class Druggists.

a

■
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imitation

AVOID

■

town

having it

an

qi'ACHI.—A victim ot early indiscretion, causing nervous debility, premature decay,
&c;, having tried in vain every advertised remedy, has

■

n

on

C'apt. wn. e.
milE STEAMER CITY OF RICHMOND, having
_1_ been put in complete order the past winter, is now
making her regular thrice weekly trips between Port
land and landings on the Penobscot River and Bay,
at 10
Train

.9.

to

City of'ELiclimoncl

j >V

was

■

Known Since 1829,

Price 73 eta,

Poston.

—

leaving

Instant Relief from Pain!

Relieves

PATKNTKD, May is, IS

f

conceded by all, ^botli in this couu
females,
try and Europe,) that he excels all other known j.racticloners in the safe, speedy and effectual treatment of all

and

FOSTER'S

/>/,*.

the most Distressing cases ot Phthisic in a tew minutes.
Inhaled with the breath, it goes directly to tin 1.uugs
and air cells, and relief is immediate and certain

now

Steamer

Phthisic !

1NI1AI.ANT, lor tlu' Phthisic,

Always

—

YORK

II1S Company issue* a!! kinds of l.ife ami Endowment Insurance Policies.
Especial attention i<
called to a new provision, contained in Policies issued
this
which
alter
the
L»y
Company, l*y
payment of live or
more annual premiums, they may be converted into Anfemale complaints.
nuities.
1 f is medicines are prepared with the express purpose I
This provsion is in addition to the ordinary non-tor
of removing all diseases, such as debility, weakness, un- j
feiting char acter of the Policies ot this or any other
natural suppressions, enlargements of the womb, also all j
Company. Policy holders participate in the pro tits ot
discharges which llow from a morbid state of the blood. I the Company, and are allowed thirty days grace, for t InThe Doctor is now fully prepared to treat in his peculiar j
payment ot renewal premiums,
style, both medically and surgically, all diseases of the I Dividend]
at the option ot the assured.
female sex, and they are respectfully invited to call at
No restr etion upon residence or travel in the I 'nit. i
States or Europe.
Mo. *-51 Kmlicott Street, Itosloe
SAMUEL T. HOWARD,
1 'rcsiili-nI.
All let torn r«»<iuirtna- advice must contain oueilolhr to
insure an answer.
(ieneral
Agent. South ItronlcR Me.
J. I. WATTS,
Boston. Jan. 1 lh?u~lyr
CllAUl.l s A s I’IV,
)
r.i nruN Eostku,
|
v
Eitrcn Cpshman,
special Agents.
(it:o. M a vn,
EURO I ITRliKi:,
j
J
to

...

~

of the life and health of others, there are those among
them who even perjure themselves, contradicting giving
mercury to their patients, or that it is containod in their
nostrums, so that the “usual fee” may he obtained for
professedly curing, or “the dollar,” or fraction of it,”
may be obtained for the nostrum. It is thus that many
are deceived, also, and spend large amounts for experiments with quackery.

all Ladies who need
alOparticularly invites
to call

>.■

■

■

■

WINDERS AND KEY WINDERS,

MOVEMENTS.
>

IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCTORS AND
NOSTRUM MAKERS.
Through the ignorance of the Quack Doctor, knowing

insure an answer.
Address Dr. 1.. Dix,No. 21
Boston Jan. 1 1870—1 Yr

FltOSTKl)

NICKEL, AND

YORK.

../,/
,j
th,.u
The finer grades all having three pairs Conical Pivoli, Cap JeHelvd. In l»«hl Nellinjpi, and aceurately adju *••■! to //•
mid
and f-ninir lateimpiov
in the cheapest grades, have the .STRAIGHT I.INF Fscapemeut, with Fxp«»r 1 1’allet d ewels, and Hardened and lempend II u:
priue
at home or abroad,
■Sl'KM WINDING mechanism we claim a ST HI-'. SC 77/, SIMUI. ICI T >, and .s' ,1/00 PUS USS hitherto uiiattain. d in on v <d her i,uniif:o-fu
Constantly on hand, full lines, all sizes, in Gold, Silver, Diamond Set and Magic Cases, Minute Repeaters, independent 1 l. 1-5 .split and Fly hack Seconds, lot t
three different times, for liming horses, Artillerymen. &e,
>>i worn,;
mi,',
v it It u hit h t tie
Price List furnished the Iradi* on application, enclosing business card. For sale by tin trade generally,
e.
! h
.■ (lie n
flooded, Inslst on a certificate oi genuineness from those of whom you purchase, and see that the words, M.\la«».\. .V .L,:w.
|
barrel. All others are spurious.

ations of

or

of the ancient belief of its
curing everything,” but
known to “kill more than is cured,” and those
killed, constitutionally injured for life.

NEW

LANE,

WATCHES, PENDANT

MANUFACTURERS

false certificates and references, and recommend
their medicines by the dead, who cannot expose
contradict them; or who. besides, to further their impositions, copy from medical books, much that is written
of the qualities and effects of di tie rent herbs and plants
and ascribe all the same to their fills, Extracts, Specifics
&c., most of which, if not all, contain Mercury, because

CO.,

AND Jo HD KRS

UNITED STATES WATCH CO.,
13

through

COMPANY

N. J.

&

WALES

GILES,

QUACK NOSTltUM-MAKER«,

..

&_Cq^MARION,

IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS,

in names of those inserted in the
diplomas,
but to further their imposition assume names of other celbyrated physicians long since dead. Neither he deceived

If N w York World of the 11th.J
gingja pocket handkerchief front a dry goods
store, an apple front a truit stand, a piece of
I'uitcu1 John Jorudan,the successor
from a confectioner, even upon the
candy
\ Kennedy as Chief of l’oliee
.li
of old acquaintance, having bought
I at his residence, 189 Prince plea
< >n«' (taper is not
once before.
JAVA IllJALBTV.
lav morning, surrounded by something
much, but a hundred a day amounts to someI'ri pan'ii from different kinds of ColToc, tile tiuvors
'.vie'' admired his character and
mingle harmoniously together. 1‘ut up iu
thing in the course of time. But this is a of which
•.
I in Cans, Barrels, Half-Barrels, and Boxes.
tie- during his career through
small drain compared with the free adver- Japan
sr.'tidcnt Jorudan was born of
WRIGHT GILLIES & BROTHER,
is expected to do. Some
a
.■a tin
bill ol January, 1831, tising newspaper
men who have paid two dollars at an early
~i
11" was, consequently,
&
of life for an advertisement worth
'ili year of bis age at. the time period
four or five, appear to think they are stock:
educated in one of the pubholders ill the establishment for eternity.
ic- grew tt]>
thoroughly aequaint- They dcinand.the,publication of all marriage Wo nro prepared to furnish profitable employment to
V w Vork habits, and at the age of
and funeral; notices, obituaries and family Men and Women at their homes. One person in each
."'lain. J irregular employment in
States, can engage in this
lor the next forty years gratis, locality throughout the United
episodes,
business at great wages. We send, free, full particuo\-i.i]>ii oiliee in Printing House
and
of
which
will do to commence |
a
valuable
and
lars
they
grow
indignant.
pay
sample,
folder. His steady habits soon speak
Yes but work on. Any person seeing this notice, who wants
‘Don’t I patronize your paper?’
send us their address
should
,"d him among his iellows, and he
permanent work,
receive the worth of your money for profitable,
wi* hout, delay.
-i d
nnanent employment as a mail you
the
‘it
A
CIO..
K. C. AEEEM,
Autfiiftta, Muine.
what you paid.’ ‘But,’ says
patron,
frili.,ia- oiliee shortly alter,
will not cost you anything to ]iul this in,’
ml ane politeness and increasin
IKEKtE.—Have you seen our circular t If
which is just as ridiculous as to ask a man to
o. i- 11 to business which
not, be sure and send lor it. Every family and perdistiuguish- grind your axe on his grind-stone, and gra- ! son interested
who prize Health and Money. Du.
iedi lit" served him well while
tell him that it won’t cost him a cent. | W. W. HIBBARD, Poultncy, Vt.
ciously
■i. and he rose
to
the
gradually
It takes money to run a newspaper as well as
J /\ A 11.4 V FOn A EE.—Stencil Tool samples
ian of tin mail department
other business, and no paper will suc- (£
4>IU mailed tree. A. J. Eii.i.am, Ola Broadway, N.Y.
a
which he tilled with credit to any
ceed linancially that carries a dead-head
.: May li
Do...
On that day he
A Week Salary !—Young men wanted as
Any mention of people’s affairs
I
-i malion as foreman and system.
j local and travelling salesmen. Address (with
that they are anxious to see in print is worth
stamp R. H. WALKER, M Park Row, N. Y.
Manieipal l’oliee, as a patroland when printed is generally as
A year had searee- paying for,
Si\th Ward
other investment of the same amount.
1 when m his new capacity lie re- any
$5 TO $10 A DAY EASY ENOUGH
The newspaper business is very exacting
-i worth of
H e want an Agent, male or female, in every town, to
stolen
from
jewelry
on all connected with it, and the pay is com- sell Books which will do good and everybody wants.
to. and almost every week
1
k
the proprietors risk more Apply for terms, I.. 1*. CROWN & SOX. Boston.
iminal was brought to justice j paratively small;
for small profits, and the editors and
money
Ili- ctfurts were appreciated
ROYAL HAVANA LOTTERY.
reporters and printers work harder and Prizes cashed and information furnished
e nllii-ers. and he was removed
by GEORGE
the
number
of
men
in
than
same
cheaper
any VJPHAM, Providence, E. I.
duly, and transferred to the other
the
amount
given
profession requiring
q- (tin- detectives of that day). of
and training and drudgery.
duty :t- detective until the Theintelligence'
life has its charms and its pleasant asbare abolished the Municipal
Explained by Practical Men. A new work,
known by the outside
containing 01 pages, three Prize E»»ay», ili-.-i e-ialdishi-d the Metropolitan Po- sociations, scarcely
lustrated with various kinds of Nteunaers.
world ; but it lias its earnest work and anxie\Yh"ii the new force was organFarm Holler*. Ac., also other information
ties and hours of exhaustion, which, likewise,
invaluable to Stock Growers. Sent, post paid,
it with Dowling, Leonard,
v ’aand are not known to those who think the
for go cents.
K». It. PHIMIKEE, Eatt
lour.ian refused to recognize the
business all fun. The idea that newspapor- ■Bethany. K. Y.
t
oniuiissioners, believing the
dom is a charmed circle, where the favored
an Police law to be unconstitution
members live a life of ease and free from
TO THE TRADE
was
sustained
the
!..iwi-ver,
by
eiren-a at, night 'Ml a 1Y1-0
1
mi.I oil eea-eil to be a member care, and go to the
in
un
free
and
a
the
pass
to.the Springs
| ticket,
'••partineiit until October 14,
summer, is an idea which we desire to ext.
i' i• appointed a patrolman,
keep in stock many articles not to be lound in
and theoretically. Business
aider Captain Dowling, who plode practically
Wholesale Houses, but which are often wanted by
is business, and the journal that succeeds is dealers for particular customers. Many ot these Goods
^pointed. Patrolman Jour- the one that is run on a
and are imported by us disquare business loot- are made to our special order,
d t" lie sergeant April 2-1,
or large dealers.
Without inthe same as banking or building bridges, rect lrorna manufacturers
ing,
we oifer the trade
business,
\viin
regular
Jobbing
tending
appointed captain
a
stable.”
or
smaller
a
hotel
or
from
our
in
stock, larger
quantities,
anything
running livery
l>.i\v!ing. who had been ap- keeping
at fair wholesale prices, specifying the following :
P
■•'ustiee.
In his career as capCartwright & Warner’s SHIRTS, DRAWERS, LONG
HOSE and HALF HOSE, in all the different grades.
]lower as a detective was
We
1-ku.u this Would to the Othlu.
Geo. Jirettle & Co’s heavy and medium SILK SHIRTS
Hie Sixth Ward, over start in life an unbroken
DRAWERS.
and
brothers
company;
SCOTCH LAMB’S WOOL SHIRTS AND DRAW
I
aniiand, became a different and sisters, friends and lovers, neighbors
ERS.
haraeter w as concerned. and comrades are with
FRENCH FANCY SHIRTINGS—Percales and Creus; there is circle
which gave it the sugges- within
circle, and each one of us is at the tonnes.
Pari# Mlitchcri and Embroidered SHIRT
Sixth"
were
lessen■•K'niody
charmed center whore the heart’s affections FRONTS.
mee and capability, and the
are aglow, and whence they radiate outward
Welch, Margetson & Co.’s Best Black EG LINTON
who
.-glars,
up to that time upon society. Youth is exuberant with joy TIES.
Very Rich FANCY SCARFS and TIES.
,Spitted .-.way in tlie precinct, and hope, the earth looks lair, for it sparkles
liined Gtlove# and Mitten#; many styles of
residence, or else were sent to with
Cm love#; English Cardigan Jacket#.
hath
Driving'
and
no
shadow
Maydews yet,
Milan In, Eug li#li Collars, Mimpendi'
at 1 n- l"iig terms,
through his fallen upon it. We are all here, and we rScotch
r#. Milk Handkerchief#, lBalbrigguu Half
ui
could live here forever. The home-centre Ho#e, Calf Giloves, Ac., Ac.
'•! t,.
wage war against the is on the hi the side of the river, and why
one under his direct jurisdicshould we strain our eyes to look beyond ?
inal- w
tied from other parts But tins
state of things does not continue Made to our
special ord'-r—the be#t Eng li#li Walk.
j
d even from remote parts of
It is I ing- C<love.
Our circle grows less and less.
long.
rreted out and arrested by broken and
We are also constantly supplied with Fisk, Clark &
and
then
closed
broken,
up again ; Flagg's PATENT PANTALOON DRAWERS, in Joan,
hi 1
iuleiligeiiee as a dctec- but every break and close makes it narrower Cotton
Flannel, and white and scarlet Flannel in all
n
inly brought into use by the and smaller. Perhaps before the sun is at sizes, 27 to 4<> inch waist and 27 to 34 inch in seam.
■
u at Police llcadipiarters. In
his meridian the majority are on the other IXowins eft? Hollis,
■' d
sjo|,(m>i in money and
side; the circle there is as large as tin one ‘200 Wa#hing'ton. cor. Rromtield Mtreet,
r.mi the
at. Nicholas Hotel,
MOM T,« iV
here, and we are drawn contrariwise and
-at
robbery at the Concord vibrate between the two. A little longer,
mil Hank again brought his
and we have almost crossed over; the balxeri i-e. and in lt-iiif he directance settles down on the spiritual side, and
lent ot OITteer
Irving and four the home-centre is removed to the upper
through a live months' search
At length you see nothing but an
iluts, which resulted in the ar- sphere.
aged
pilgrim
standing alone on the river’s
thief
and
the
of
upa;
recovery
brink and looking earnestly toward the coun-toli'ii bonds and securities.
on tlie other side.
Ju tlumnorning, that
Lord bond robbery, where try
jr
large and goodly company rejoicing together
were earned off, lie was
with music and wine ; in the evening, dwind-■
nini'-iital in recovering $150,001
led down to that solitary old man, the last of
CAUTION.
u
lu working up a ease
uey
his family, and the last of ids generation,
Should occasion require you to purchaso
mainly on his acuteness and waiting to
I>.
A.
Fahnestock’s
Vermifuge, be particugo home, and tilled with pensive
larly earofill to see that the initials are /.*.
ting the connections and un- memories of the long ago !
A. This istlie article that has been so
;
motives of

WATCH

(GILES, WALES

advertising

get a copy of the daily paper, just front (n ess,
for nothing, who would never dream of beg-

THE

OF

STATES

long experience, practice,and observation.
AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE,
be not robbed and add to your sufferings in being deceived
the
by
lyin$ boasts, misrepresentations, false promises
and pretentions of
so

FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,
who know little of the nature and character of
Special
Diseases, and less to their cure. Some exhibit forged
Diplomas of Institutions or Colleges, which never existed
in any part ot the world; others exhibit Diplomas ot th*
Dead, how obtained, unknown; not only assuming and

from

Foot Front—Iron and Glass.'

250
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irritation, thus removing the cause of the complaint.
Sold
JSF.T11 \V. FOWLE A SON, Proprietors, Boston.
by druggists and dealers in medicines generally.

NOTICE.
15. SWAN & CO., having purchased the
Storehouses and Wharf of II..I. ANare now opening an entire new stock,
consisting In part of the following articles.

WILLIAM
Stores,
DERSON, JR.,
JORN,

GRANULATED SUGAR, .JAVA COFFEE
FLOUR, COFFEE
BIO
HAVANA
PORK,
JAPAN TEA
ST. JAGO
BEEF,
OOLONG
MUSCOVADO
LARD,
RAISINS

TOBACCO, SPICES, SALT, OATS, FISH. &r.
\ full and complete assortment ol Groceries, which we
invite purchasers to call and examine, and we will
make prices satisfactory.
WM. 15. SWAN,
A. CUTTER SllSLEY.
I860.
Belfast, May 1,
til"

ANJ.)

....

COUNTRY

Till: IMKTII ( LOSHT,
Is a substitute for the water closet or common privy,
and may be used as a moveable commode, or by appara
tus for fixed closets. Prices, $d to $ t'», according to tinkind required. Among its advantages are
1. Complete deodorizatiou from the moment ot ap
plying to the earth.
The placing within reach of all, rich and poor, in
town and in the country, a simple means for pros iding,
in the house, a comfortable private closet.
One barrel ot earth is nutrient for tour months' used by
one person.
f«»r €'irculiir. Closets for sale bv
E IIITII tl.ONII ( ».
No. Id Doane Street, Hoston.
lyrll

j

Ayer’s Ague Cure,
For Fovor and Ague, Intermittent Fover
Keinitten!
Chill Fovor,
Fever, Dumb
Ague, Periodical or Biliou.s Fever, &._•
nnd indeed all the affections which arise
from
malarious, marsh, or miasmahu
poisons.
V its name implies, it does C»/iv. and dors not
fid. < '••iitaining neither Ar enie. Quinine, Km multi
/ "
mo suv other mineral or
poisonous .suhbtan
whatever, ii in now i {• injures nn\ patient.
The
number and iinnorlanee of ils euros in Hu* ague dm
li"
are literal I v beyond aeeoiiul, and we below
" ilh»nit a
parallel in the history of Ague medicine
Our pride is gralilted by Iho acknowledgments we
receive of the radical cures ell'ccied in obstinate
oases, and where other remedies had wliollv tailed.
1 nacclimatod persons, cither resident in, «n
tra\ oiling through miasmatic localitic.- w ill I*«• pi o
tected by taking the .Mil /’ Cl HI.' daih
l or /.ir/1* Complaints, arising from tm
of tie* Liver, it is an exeellent reined)
tnuululmg
the Li\ or into healthy aetiv it >.
Lor Bilious Disorders and l.iver Complaints, it
an excellent remedy, producing main
truly i<
markable euros, where other medicines bad failed
Ati-.i: A Co., I'raetn d
PfepamI bv Du. I
and Vnab lieal Chemists, Lowell, Mas.-., and sold
all round the \\mhi.
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